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Abstract
by
JAMES ZIZELMAN
Results of measurements of both temperature and
velocity fields within a reverse flow combustor are
presented. Flow within the combustor is acted upon
by perpendicularly injected cooling jets introduced
at three different locations along the inner and
outer walls of the combustor. The oddity of such
combustor configurations is best exemplified by
recognizing that flows within them accelerate both
transversely and longitudinally.
Each experiment is typified by a group of
parameters:	 density ratio, momentum ratio, spacing
ratio, and confinement parameter. Two a o r e
quantities, Fronde number and Mach number, although
calculated were found not to be important in these
experiments. Measurements of both temperature and
velocity are presented in terns of normalized
profiles at azimuthal positions through the tarn
section of the combustion chamber.	 A rake of probes
that spans the combustor laterally allows for the
n
presentation of some three dimensional plots giving
some indication of the lateral spreading. In
addition. jet trajectories defined by minimum
temperature and maximum velocity give a qualitative
indication of the location of the jet within the
cross flow. Results of a model from a previous
temperature study are presented in some of the plots
of data from this work.
During injection from all three injection
locations (inner wall prior to the tarn, outer wall
prior to the turn, and outer wall into the tarn) a
migration of the injected fluid toward the inner
wall is observed both from temperature and velocity
fields.
d
Penetration into the cross flow is shown to be
affected as follows:	 increasing injection jet	 j
momentum increases penetration, increasing the ratio
of the jet density to the croas flow density
increases penetration. and increasing spacing
between jets in multiple jet injection increases
penetration.
Lateral spreading seemed to be greater during
higher momentum injection and during injection from
the outer wall.
The above conclusions appear consistent with
ii
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the flow field that sets up in the combustor. 	 The
flow is observed as inertially dominated and
characteristical 1  irrotationaI as a pressure
gradient develops to support fluid turning.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, many studies have been made
that deal directly with the concept of jet
injection.	 Both theoretical and experimental work
has been done.	 Much of this wori ,: cals with one of
the following configurations: (1) jet injection
into a non— ►soving environment, (2) perpendicular jet
injection into c medium with constant veIocI'^y, and
(3)multiple jet and two—dimensional jet injection
into a medium with constant velocity.
Work of the above description can be viewed in
most of the references in the bibliography. 	 It must
,
be remembered, however, that these studies are not
addressing the problem of turbulent jet injection
into an accelerating medium.	 The studies involving
a moving cross flow are set up to provide a constant
area for the flow, and hence a constant velocity.
In most dilution jet applications in jet engine
combustors, this type of investigation is entirely
adequate because the chamber involved is really
nothing more than a straight—through annulus
resulting in cross flow velocities that remain
nearly the same from inlet to exit.	 However, in the
geometry of the reverse flow combustor, the cross
! n
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flow negotiates a 180 0 turn while experiencing a
decrease in cross sectional area.	 This geometric
complexity gives rise to experimental studies such
as thin one associated with determining both
velocity and tempera . ure fields throughout the
combustor.	 From this information,	 immediate	 1
qualitatve conclusions are available as well as more
detailed information describing the flow conditions
1
for use as experimental input to a semi-empirical
model. As can be seen, then, this investigation has
some peculiarities resulting f r o z the unique
combustor design.	 By the nature of the geometry,
the flow must accelerate both longitudinally and
I
transversely as it negotiates the 180 0 turn.
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Figure 1:	 Simplified Combustor Geometry [181
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When one examines the combustor more closely, it
becomes evident that one can identify two apparent
modes of acceleration. The first to be identified
iv the transverse acceleration that mast exist
perpendicular to the flow direction due to the fact
that the flow negotiates the turn. The second
identifiable acceleration is that due to the cross
sectional area 3ecrease as one approaches the exit.
This acceleration is in the direction of the flow.
By rotating the schematic in figure 1 about the
centerline,	 one can see that this combustor is
&cutaIly an annulus turned inside of itself. Tbis
gives rise to more acceleration in the direction of
the flow because the inner annulus (the exit) is of
smaller radius, and therefore carves out leas area.
The following figures depict the two modes of
acceleration:
FLOW_.,.
Longitudinal Acceleration
Figure 2:	 Longitudinal Acceleration
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FLOW
Transverse Acceleration
Figure 3:	 Transverse Acceleration
Due to this unique combustor design, little
theoretical, semi — empirical, or purely empirical
information is available t L a t describes flow
conditions within the combustor. ?ipshitz [ " ] , in a
recent study using a model reversc flow combustor,
Senerated a large quantity of empirical information
regarding temperature fields throughout the tarn
section of the combustor. However, an attempted
model to predict jet trajectories in single ,het
injection showed poor agreement with trajectories
inferred from the temperature profiles apparently
due to the lack of informaiton regarding the cross
flow velocity field. Ir the case of Lipahitz's
experiment, a thermal jet trajectory location was
defined as the minimum temperature observed between
Sthe inner and outer walls of the combustor at a
given angular position 	 in the	 tarn section.
Individual	 trajectcry	 locations coulee then be
i
connected with a smooth line.
To more fully examine the complexities of this
combustor with its various cooling jet injection
configurations, an experiment was designed to father
both temperature and velocity data from the end of
the primary zone (at the entrance to the tarn
section) to the outlet of the combustor(at the
turbine blades). Both radial (from inner wal l to
outer wall) and azimuthal (angularly through the
turn) sampling points were set up so that both the
velocity and temperature fields could be well
represented.
In an actual turbine-engine situation, it is
advantageous to know what effect changes in di.lution
jet injection would have on temperature and velocity
fields at the outlet of the combustor. 	 S i L c e the
outlet is the location of the turbine blades,
knowing detailed information here gives one the
ability to operate the engine at a higher, more
efficient temperature with considerably less
uncertainty as to when mechanical failure of the
blades will occur.	 0f course, the preferred
-D
6temperature profile at the blades is best
e7smplified by figure 4.
center line
combustor exit
	 6/1temeerature profile turbine blades
Figure 4:	 Preferred temperature profile (turbine)[181
Figure 4 shows a temperature profile that increases
in going from the root to the tip of the blade. The
reasoning here is based upon centrifugal loading.
At the root, the blade structure must exert enough
inward force to support nearly the entire length of
the blade thereby causing 	 this	 location to
experience the maximum stress. Now, choose a
position near the tip of the blade. Sere, the only
centrifugal loading is that caused by that small
portion between your chosen position and the blade
tip. It follows thut the stress in the blade at the
tip approaches zero. As one begins to operate a jet
engine near its allowable maximum, the limit is
usually set by the mechanical capability of the
in
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7turbine blades, so the lower the temperature at the
maximum stress location, the longer the blade can
maintain mechanical integrity.
Additionally, a known velocity profile at the
exit would allow a more detailed calculation of
corvective heat transfer coefficients of the turbine
blades, resulting in a more thorough understanding
of the heat transfer taking place, again providing
the op p ortunity to operate the engine at a more
efficient temperature.
It can be seen, then, that if enough
information is gathered, it rill be possible to
tailor both velocity and temperature profiles at the
outlet by merely changing the dilution jet initial
conditions.
	
It is this tailoring that makes this
work so important.
I
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CHAPTER II
PREVIOUS RELATED STUDIES
Since this research concerns itself with a
specific geometric design, there is relatively
little information regarding temperature and
velocity profiles and trajectories.
	 In fact, one
previous study by Lipshitz 1181
 is all that is known	
!J
to exist.	 However, som- studies have been made that
relate in a generic way because the basic concept of
jet injection is investigated.
	 As stated earlier,
	
1
j
these studies include:
	 (1) free turbulent jet
injected into a non-moving medium, (2) turbulent jet
injected perpendicularly into a non-accelerating
medium, and (3) multiple jets and two-dimensional
jets injected into a non-acceleratiui medium. Since
these specific types of studies will not aid a great
deal in the understanding of this one, they will be
reviewed here fairly quickly. In a later chapter, a
presentation of the temperatue study conclusions by
Lipshitz [18)
 will be conducted.
2.1.	 The Free Jet
As is suggested in any work on the fluid
6
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mechanics of jets, turbulent profiles are geaerally
considered Zo be self-similar, that is, the velocity
profiles remain similar with respect to the space
variable. Discussions on similarity solutions for
the free jet can be viewed in works by Abramovichl13
and Albertson[ 2 ^.	 Using the idea of the similarity
solution, it becomes evident that in the fully
developed region of a free jet, the jet boundary
layer grows linearly as a function of distance from
the origin, i.e.,
	b a s	 ( I I . 1 )
eort	 transition fully -developed
	
A
f• Son	 re ion	 retion
I
	
mean velocity Profiles	 rl,i
Figure S:	 A turbulent free jet[181
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In addition, the similarity solution allows one to
recognize that the centerline velocity of tha jet
decays as the inverse of the distance travelled from
the origin:
Vj	 1	 (II.2)
s
Investigating further, one can a e s fro n
Albertson ^ 21 and Rican and Spalding^ 231 that the
1
gross volume flax for a aingIe turbulent free jet
was found to be given by:
Ek;
^q.	 0.16*s	 (II.3)
o	 b 
Something that	 goes hand in hand with the idea of
gross volume flux is the notion of entrainment.
Qualitatively, it is a measure of how such fluid
experiences notion in the direction of an
injected jet. Rouse, Yih, and Hnsphreys (261 in an
early work investigated injection where the jet and
the ambient fluids were of different densities.
Their modification to the gross volume flux equation
(II.3) manifests itself in a density correction
factor as follows:
. 
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q.	 0.16•s
	
r	 pa	 ^1 / 2
	
(11 .4)
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In the above analyses, the consideration is
given to the free turbulent jet pictured in figure S
!	 above.	 In such a turbulent jet,	 the velocity
profile at the origin is nearly uniform. From the
origin outward, there are three distinct regions of
the jet:	 ( 1)	 the potential	 core,	 ( 2)	 the
F
transition region,	 and l'3) the fully developed
region.	 The center of the potential core region is
referred to as the core.	 At this location, the
fluid has the same properties as the fluid issuing
from the nozzle of the jet.	 Still in the potential
core region, but moving laterally from the
centerline, a free shear layer must be encountered.
In this area, the fluid smoothly returns to the
ambient conditions. 	 This potential core region has
been seen to exist about four to five nozzle
diameters downstream of the jet.	 It is this type of
information that becomes useful in the analysis of
the data of this investigation as a guide to Rive
some rough idea about what to expect.
i
The second region is the transition region,
i
immediately followed by the fully developed region.
It is typical for the transition region to dissipate
is
r-4 ) 
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ten nozzle diameters downstream of the injection
location. Of course, these estimated distances
depend largely on the initial conditions of the jet
:s it issues from the nozzle. After transition has
occurred in the second region, the jet remains
turbulent.
2.2 at Injection into ! Non=A £^olezeting Medium
In studies involving a single jet introduced
into a non - accelerating cross flow, it is typical
for a round jet to be issued perpendicularly into
the oncoming flow with what is considered a uniform
velocity profile.	 Also, it is generally considered
typical for the cross flow duct to be of constant
cross sectional area to eliminate acceleration. 	 As
the jet moves outward from the nozzle, a complex
deflection begins to occur.	 Figure 6 below
illustrates this typical injection configuration.
J"
Figure 6:	 Injection configuration for a non -
accelerating cross flow.
4
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In ai. attempt to qualitatively describe how the
"jet bending" is taking place, a number of
different mechanisms have been identified and can be
considered. First, as the jet issues from the
nozzle, it can be viewed as a slug o f
 fluid, even a
rigid cylinder, that has associated with it a
coefficient of drag, C D - 11] As the dynamic pressure
of the cross flow begins to exert force on the
"cylinder" of fluid, it begins to experience a
drag in the direction of velocity of the cross flow.
Immediately, of course, a "bending over" of the
jet begins to appecr.
	 As quickly as this occurs.
the drag force vcctor forts two components: one
tangentially along the deformed jet and one normal
to it.
TANGENTIAL
DRAG FORCE
CROSS FLOW
NORMAL
DRAG FORCE
JET
Figure 7:	 Tot bending due to the drag mechanism.
.
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Another mechanism which is	 attributed to the
comp lei bending of a jet	 iDjectad perpendicularly
into a cross flow is jet entrainment. As the jet
penetrates outward into the cross flaw, it palls
along with it particles of fluid belonging to the
cross flow, due to the frictional force apparent
there. As these cross flow particles are entrained,
so, too, is the momentum associated with them.
Since the momentum vector of the cross flow is
perpendicular to that of the issuing jet, it follows
that this becomes a mechanism responsible for the
direction change of the jet.	 This momentum
transfer, in other words, causes the jet to acquire
a velocity component in the direction of the cross
flow.
The third mechanism is related to the	 first and
second	 in that	 it	 c o n a i d a r a	 the	 jet	 to	 be	 a
c y lindrical slug	 of	 fluid, and	 gives	 some	 physical
meaning	 to entrainment.	 In this	 mechanism,	 thoagh,
one	 looks more	 in—depth at	 what	 occurs	 fluid
dynamically as	 fluid	 poises over	 a	 cylinder.	 Most
obviously, there	 is	 a	 high pressure area where	 the
cross
	
flow impinges	 upon	 the issuing	 jet.	 Secondly,
a	 low	 pressure wake	 forms	 downstream of	 the	 cylinder
as	 the	 flow	 detaches.
	
The cross	 flow,	 then,	 will
J
4Z
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begin to flow in the direction of the favorable
'	 pressure gradient, or into the low pressure region
' i 	behind the jet.	 This action sets up a pair of
t
vortices, causing the jet to become kidney - likf, in
ii
shape as seen in the figure below.
t
Figure 8:
	
Vortex pair formation in a jet.
This induced vortex action is held partially
responsible for the entrainment that occurs in cross
flow injection situations. Platten and Lef for [231
show that the increased spreading rate associated
with this injection configuration is attributable to
this vortex pair formation as well.
Just as the free jet was disassembled into its
three basic regions, the single jet in a cross flow
vj
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ly viewed. This type of jet also has
three principal rations, the first of which is
referred to as the potential core and is based
mainly on the jet to cross flow momentum ratio but
is also somewhat dependant on the jet Reynolds
number based on initial jet diameter(241.
The nest region identifiable is downstream of
the po ton tia. core and is fully turbulent.
Vorticity produced by the cross flow negotiating
around the cylindrical jet gives rise to the
formation of the vortex pair within the jet, giving
it a kidney shape while average jet velocities begin
to diminish toward the ambient value rather quickly.
After a relatively short distance, 	 the jet
trajectory becomes nearly parallel to that of the
cross flow. This zone is commonly referred to as
the "zone of maximum deflection. " 241 or the
"curvilinear zone.'' [171
In the third zone, the "far field zone,"(16]
the two vortices are literally overrun by the cross
flow and subsequently swept downstream at
velocities nearly that of the cross flow, although
such conditions are reached asymptotically.
Additionally, the amount of circulation appears to
decrease as one moves downstream. 	 This zone is
it
MI
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kno:in to ez:st up to 1000 nozzle diameters
downstream. ASain, these statements serve as crude
approximations of the reverse flow combustor because
they do not consider acceleration of the cross flow,
but a genaral idea of what to expect is presented.
The most successful modelling of a jet in a
cross flow includes aome consideration for jet
entrainment.
	 In this brief discussion on related
works, some of those are presented now. 	 Fanl10)
developed an intarestin& model 	 for the jet
entrainment.	 For this fluid mechanism, he suSgosted
an entrainment c10ffic10nt, E. IIsing this
coefficient, the development was taken further, and
an entrainment velocity was defined as follows:
V e W h(abs(V j - V ) ) - E((V jz - V)2 + V jy2)1/2
(IT .5)
In a turbulent jet, as mentioned above, macs
fluz within the turbulent r a S i o n increases by
antrainin5 t h a surrounding fluid as progression
downstream occurs. In accordance with Lam^tr,ni and
Ciro bar [14
 , and using the coordinates of figure a,
the rate of increase of mass flux is given by:
-	 .
	 J
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.ILL a peleV e	 (II.6)
d 
where p is the density of the cross flow, 1 is the
perimeter of the turbulent region, and V e is the
entrainment velocity, or the velocity with which the
turbulent front is advancing into the cross flow at
a particular t.
Equation II.5 shows E being u a s d as a
correlation coefficient for the entrainment velocity
that uses the vector difference between local jet
ant local cross flow velocities. The value of E was
found to fall in the range of 0.4 to 0.5 for Vj/V
ratios ranging from five to 20. This correlation,
however, is intended for a uniform area cross flow,
and begins to break down under acceleration.
Hoult at a1 1133 show an asymptotic solution for
jet trajectorier compared to experimental values at
various velocity ratios. From this iuveatitation,
yet another description of entrainment velocity was
developed. In this correlation, the description of
entrainment is dependant upon the difference between
local jet velocity and the parallel and normal
components of the cross flow velocity.	 It contains
two entrainment coefficients.
i^
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Figure 9:	 Diagram for iloult's entrainment equation.
The correlation developed is as follows:
V e a E l ( V j - Vcos(8)) + E 2 (Vsin(9)	 (II.7)
The values for E l and E 2 are given as 0.11 and 0.6
respectively for a velocity ratio ranging from one
to ten.
In a	 similar development,	 [amotani	 and
Greber (141 construct., d a mathematical	 relation
d e p i c t i u S entrainment velocity which is also
dependant on trot: flow velocities both tangential
and normal	 to the jet	 trajectory.	 In this
development, however, the value of jet velocity used
was taken as the maximum value of fluid :peed in a
g i v e u normal plane instead of the average jet
•	 velocity as had been in earlier investi`ations.
lhtir relation is written:
V 
	 - E l ( V jmai - Vcos(9)) 4 E 2 Vsin(A)	 (II.8)
it
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where A is defined in figure 9.	 The values of E1
and E 2 were seen to vary with changing jet to cross
flow momentum ratio, J.	 For instance, with J
13.3, E 1 and E 2 were found to be 0.07 and 0.32
respect ivley. As J was increased to 59.6. E 1 and E2
were found to be 0.067 and 0.182 respectivley.
Incidentally, Lamotani and Greber [141 showed that
for a single jet, a decrease in the channel height
did not have a considerable affect on the trajectory
of the jet unless the opposing wall was brought to
near that the jet impinged on its surface. They
also shoe that increasing momentum ratio caused
increased penetratio, of the trajectory into the
cross flow.
In addition to the above statements concerning
perpendicular jet injection, numerous other studies
have been done using a wide array of experimental
techniques and theoretical approaches. 	 As an
overview, some of these will be stated here. Chien
and Schets [71 actually took the time to solve the
three — dimensional Navijr — Stokes equations and energy
equrtion written in terms of vorticity, velocity,
and temperature.
	 Specifically, they solved the
single jet perpendicular injection into a cross
.f
rf
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' flow problem. Comparisons with a laminar cross flow
experiment did show good agreement. However, when
modifications were made to more closely model a
turbulent buoyant jet, less promising results were
seen.	 Analysis showed that trajectory information
was quantitatively acceptable,	 but the three —
dimensional informaiotn was only qua litativley
acceptable.	 Inaccuracies were blamed on the simple
turbulence model.	 Campbell and Schetz [61 also
produced a three—dimensional analysis for the jet in
a cross flow.	 Their scheme for predicting
trajectories included buoyancy forces and
entrainment	 terms	 in the momentum equation
perpendicular to the trajectory. 	 Finally, one of
r the only investigations performed on a non—uniform
cross flow was done by Sucec and Bowl ey 1281 . This
investilaten was not detailed combining drag and
entrainment concepts into a single force. Thia
approach uses the Abramovich idea that the jet can
be treated as a cylinder in a cross flow.
As can be seen, then, little work pertains
f	 directly to flow within the reverse flow combustor
by the nature of its odd geometry.	 However. the
work described here does allow one to make some
I	 intelligent judgements as to what might be expected.
►.
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2.3. Two-Dimcusionjl Jett t" !lultiyle Jets
In a jet engine combustion chamber. it is
typical for jets to be injected in rows that
normally run perpendicular to the length of the
combustor.	 In this work, the study of multiple jet
injection is conducted. Therefore, it becomes
important to scan quickly some related jet
investigations to get a notion of what to expect.
As spacing between a multiple number of jets in
a row decreases, the behavior of the row becomes
increasingly similar to that of a two-dimensional
,
slot jet. Albertson (21 showed both theoretical l;
and experimentally, that in the case of a free slot
jet, the velocity is a function of the reciprocal of
the square root	 of the distance from the jet:	 i
V j
	1	 (11 .9)
sl/2
Also, spreading of the jet is a function of the
square root of the distance from the jet injection
point:
b - s 1/2 .	 (II.10)
i
monommew J I
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This behavior is quite different from that of a
single round jet described above. Lastly,
Albertson [21 gives an expression for volume flux as:
	
q,	 0.62 r	 11/2	 (II.11)
	
j	 l	 b	 J
In searching for literature on rows of single
jets,	 it was found that all of the work was
experimental in nature. Empirical correlations
generally accompanied the experimental reauIta.
This type of work is inevitably useful only for
similar flow configurations, since the governing
correlations do not normally include a provision for
different cross flow geometry and injection
geometry.
One of the most important reanits from tha
multiple jet investigations is the concept of vortex
interaction between adjacent jets. Vortex
interaction causes a downward movement of the jet
trajectory. However, in the limit where the spacing
between adjacent jets becomes very small, the vortex
formation is limited, hence the downwash is less.
Experiment shoes the deteriorating trajectory is
followed by a higher trajectory as the a p a c i n g
-1# r,,_ .
r 
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continues to decrease.	 In the following diagram,
Figure 10:	 Schematic of vortex interaction
each kidney shape represents a single jet.	 Each
shape contains two arrows indicating the vortex pair
associated with each jet.	 Upon examination of the
effects on jet two above, one can see that vortex 1B
has a downward effect on jet 2. Vortex 1A, however,
has an upward effect, but since the distance from
vortex lA to jet 2 is larger than the distance from
vortex 1B to jet 2, the resultant effect is a
downward tendency.	 The effect of the vortices
associated with jet 3 on jet 2 are identical to
those of jet 1 on jet 2. It must be noted, however,
in the limit as one aecreases the spacing between
the jets, the vortex formation is hindered and the
effect described above becomes minimal. 	 During
injection
	 into a confined cross flow, as one
1
f
1
2s
decreases the spacing ratio and approaches the
geometry of a two — dimensional slot jet, a second
mechanise that has a downward effect on the jet
trajectory is defined. As the injected flow becomes
increasingly two — dimensional, the cross flow mast
pass over the top of the jet and not between
individual jets The resultant effect is a
supressed trajectory to allow the c r o a a flow
sufficient area.
2.4. Bever}I Flow Combustor PjLQerimegk1
One p r a v i o u s study on jet injection in a
reverse flow combustor is avaiab1e. After
the presentation of descriptions of the physical
facility, experimental procedures, and relevant
parameters, conclusions from this study will be
summarized. In addition, in the presentation of
data from this work, trajectories from the model
developed in the previous work will be shown and
compared to experimental trajectories.
L -D
CHAPTER III
THE REVERSE FLOW COMBUSTOR:
THE APPARATUS, EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES, AND ERROR
3.1.	 Apparatus
For this experimental project, data was taken
from a 90 0 subsection model of a reverse flow
combustor. This model combustor was designed and
built exclusively for the purpose of performing
dilution jet injection experiments. Dimensions of
the combustor are similar to full—size rigs in
operation.	 Figure 11 shows a schematic of the
experimental rig fully dimensioned.	 From this
schematic, the aspect ratio of the apparatus
defined as:
AR - Mean Combustor Arclenath
Combustor Channel Height
is calculated to be 7.125 for the primary zone (that
section downstream of the fuel injection but
upstream of the turn) and 7.00 at the exit. T i t h
such aspect ration, it is expected that at the
centerline of the combustor, no secondary flows with
significance	 will	 exist. The primary	 zone of the
device is constructed from Inconnel-7501 super
26
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alloy, allowing wall temperatures of up to 1200OF
(650 • C) without significant warpage. 	 The turn
section is constructed from split 90 0 stainless
steel elbows. Figure 12 shows a photographic view
of the entire set —up including supporting apparatus
required for device operation and data acquisition.
The fuel used in this model combustor is
natural gas. As i-s typical in using natural gas for
fuel, air is used as the oxidizing agent in the
combustion process. 	 In addition, air is used as the
primary cooling agent as well as the dilation jet
cooling agent. Consequently, all of these air
requirements are taken from the same source, a
centrifugal blower that develops one psig while
delivering two lbs. of air per second.	 The natural
gas is supplied at 0.4 pail.
The injection points of the combustor exist in
four distinct rows, three on the outer wall and one
on the inner wall. The spacing between the dilution
jet ports is different for each row. Each row is
placed perpendicular to the length of the combustor
on rays extending from the combustor centerline.
Each row contains 21 ports each with an initial
nozzle diameter of 7.11 mm.
The combustion process occurs 432 am upstream
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Figure 12:	 Photographic view of experimental
apparatus
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of	 the	 180 0 bend	 in	 the	 combustor.	 At	 this	 point,
I
nine	 burners are	 situated	 that	 deliver	 a	 mixture	 of
natural	 gas and	 air	 that	 is	 slightly	 fuel	 rich.	 The
mixing	 of	 air and	 natural	 gas	 for	 tae	 premizied
flame	 occurs outside	 the	 combustor.	 Although	 each
natural	 gas burner	 has	 an	 adjustment	 to	 vary	 the
quantity	 of fuel	 delivered,	 no	 such	 convenience
exists	 for the	 combustion	 air	 delivery.	 It	 is
assumed	 that an	 equal	 amount	 of	 air	 is	 delivered	 to
each burner from	 the	 manifold — like	 apparatus	 that	 is
attached	 to the	 end	 of	 the	 combustion air delivery
pipe.	 within	 the	 combustion	 chamber,	 the	 primary
cooling	 air is	 delivered	 from	 a	 series	 of	 small
holes	 that	 encircle each	 burner.	 It	 is	 thought	 that
the	 hot	 combustion	 gas	 sixes	 with	 the	 primary
cooling	 air as	 it	 moves	 down	 stream.	 Once	 again,
there	 is	 no indication whether	 or not	 each primary
cooling	 air delivery	 station	 ;s	 experiencing	 the
same was  flux from	 the	 cooling	 air	 manifold.	 It
may be	 seen later	 that	 this	 lack	 of	 information.	 may
r a a u 1 t 	 in	 a skewed	 temperature	 or	 velocity	 profile
in	 the	 combustor before	 the	 tarn	 and	 without
injection.
As	 was stated	 earlier,	 all	 of	 these
requirements are	 met	 by	 using	 a	 centrifugal	 b1owdr.
El
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This centrifugal blower delivers air to four pipes
in a netwc: • k. Each yipe is equipped with an orifice
meter to determine its flow rate. The natural gas
delivery is monitored in the taste manner. Uaing
an ASME' 31 standard on orifice meters, calibration
curves previously determined were verified.
The pressure taps used in the orifice meters most
closely approximate the corner tap type. 	 The
orifice plates used are sharp edged. The following
table shows pipe and orifice sizes used for the
experiment:
P12 -iin 1	 2r i fIks-U d
Combustion	 Air 4.297 1.400
Cooling	 Air 4.297 2.418
Dilution	 Jet	 Air 4.297 0.904
Natural	 Gas 2.255 0.502
The procedure used to verify the calibration
curves uses empirical information. Required
information for this particular experiment includes
inlet pressure before the orifice plate, specific
weight of the flowing gas, orifice to pipe ratio,
and a correlation coefficient taken from ASME131.
Each of the orifice meters were calibrated in this
way, and each matched within 0.5% the calibration
r-4)1
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equations found in the previous experiment.
Addit ± ,^ nally, the following , aIibration equations
represent the resulting curves:
Combustion Air ([g/s)
Cooling	 Air ([g/s)
Dilution	 Air (Lg/a)
Natural	 Gas (LS/s)
0.0030(hw,comb)1/2
0.0094(hw,cool)1/2
0.0012 ( hw,dil)1/2
0.0003(hw,natgas)1/2
In the above equations, the values of h w are the
manometer readings and must be given iu an of water
differential.
In a logical progression, the ne x t topic to be
discussed is the data gathering capability of the
system. As shown in figure 13 below, a rake of
probes is attached to a rotating and traversing
mechanism.	 L-
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Oaiag figure 13 as a guide, a radial movement
within the coribuator is from wall to wall as shown
by the arrow placed brside the five-probe rake.
AxiauthaI movement is an angular displacement
through the tarn as shown by the curved arrow.
The rake of probes consists of 10 distinct
probes at !ive locations (spaced at 3.57 initial jet
radii apart).
	 As can be seen in figure 14, the
proses are located 0.50 inches (12.7 an) o.lart
giving a total rake width of 2.00 inches (50.9 on) .
At each location exists a pitot-static tube, 0.167
inches (4.24 n o) in diameter for
	
the measurement of
total and static pressure fro n which velocity	 can
be calculated. Tack-welded to each pitot-static
tube is a chrome l-alumel thermocouple measuring 0.01
inches (0.254 an) to diameter for temperature
measurement of the flow.
Total and static pressure values from each tube
are routed to five individual pressure transducers.
The transducer us,d is Setra Systems High
Accuracy model 239 for pressure ranging fro n 0 to
0.2 paid.
	 An excitation voltage of 24 volts is
required to operate each device. The output of the
transducer ranges from xe=o to five volts and is
directly proportional to the input delta pressure.
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Each thermocouple is routed to a switching box
and ultimately to a model 400A Doric Trendicator
digital temperature measuring device. The Doric
Trendicator is equipped with an analog linearizing
circuit. This circuit reads the LED display of the
device and outputs a voltage in millivolts identical
to the number on the display.
All five transducer outputs and the five analog
temperature signals are then routed to an IBM
personal computer, model IT. Since the signals are
analog. it is first necessary to process them
through an analog to digital conversion system. The
system used in this case is the	 Labmaster model
manufactured by Tecmar. Inc. 	 This particular board
allows 12 bit accuracy. In addition, it is possible
to channel the input signal through a programmable
gain so that it remains as near fall scale as
possible for the most accurate conversions. The
software used to take and process the data as it is
converted or typed at the keyboard was written
entirely by this author. Additionally, programming
to output information as plots or in formatted form
was written by this author.
The system also has some supporting apparatus
that should be mentioned here.	 A major component
r r^),
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that was designed and built is a safety mechanism.
Its basic purpose is to halt the flow of natural gas
by closing an in-line electric gas valve when flame
blow-out is detected. The schematic below describes
the apparatus:
\/--
Figure 15:
	 Safety control mechanism schematic.
Through the use of an operational amplifier, a
comparator circuit was constructed.	 One input to
the op-amp is	 the voltage generated across the
junction of a thermocouple. The other input is an
adjustable voltage for comparison.
	 When the
thermocouple voltsge falls below that set by the
adjustable one, the op-amp abuts down. 	 This, in
tarn, cats current to the relay that controls the
J
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power to the natural gas valve t`.ereby closing it.
Three DC power supplies are used in this
experiment. as well. One is u:ad to supply power to
the safety control mechanism. The other two are
mounted in the transduce r panel auppIyinS the
required excitation voltage fr- tbe n .
3.2. Ex p erimenji .L PLocoQ.L9A
When one wants to ruu a i experiment uaing the
model reverse flow combnattir, one simply operates
through a compute_ .zd a series of computer
programs.	 This series of programs can be viewed in
Appendix 4.	 Found in Appendix 3 is a detailed
version of the experimental procedure including
crucial start-up and shat-down procedures. The
first general purpose of these programs is to create
a means by which to acquire and store pressure and
temperature data and calculate velocities.
Secondly, proper storage gives the ability to later
retrieve this information and print it so that each
experiment can be properly and easily identified.
With the IBM IT at the experimental site. at
the outset of each run, one must input relevant
information via the keyboard. This information
typically characterizes the experiment in progress.
h
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Specifically, the following must be identified:
1. Filename
2. The row in which jets appear, if any
3. The number of dilution jets, if any
4. The number of unused jets between operating
jets
	
3.	 Choice of azimuthal data taking incre-
ment.
6. Combustor pressure
7. Barometric pressure
	
B.	 Combustion air flow rate
9. Primary cooling air flow rate
10. Dilation jet air flow rate
11. Natural gas flow rate
12. Cooling jet temperature
13. Cross flow temperature
14. Six wall temperatures
The software saves these valuea for future
1
reference.	 Additionally, the software perform: all
1
the necessary conversions to metric units as well as
placing	 the	 n ano n eter	 r e a d i n g a	 into	 the
corresponding calibration equations. After
displaying each calculated value, a provision is
made for adjustments to the subsequent operating
conditions. If any are required, all calculations
are re —performed. Lastly, the software then sets up
the data acquisition procedure. Automatically, five
delta —pressures are taken fro n the five pitot—static
tubes while temperature data is taken one
thermocouple at a time. 	 After the set is taken,
velocity is calculated and appears immediately	 on
0
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the CRT, and the whole group is sent to the storage
file.
Since the azimuthal spacing increment through
the combustor is chosen at the time of experiment,
there is not a fixed number of data point locations.
As an example, however, if one chooses 20 0 as the
azimuthal increment ( this was by far the most
commonly used increment in this investigation), a
total number of 76 rake locations results. with
five probes on the rake, this generates 380 data
points.	 In the chapter on presentation of data,
these locations are i d e n t f i a d in detail. 	 In
addition, data point averaging	 and standard
e^	 deviation calculations will be discussed.
In the above discussion, radial rake movement
was defined.	 Figure 16 points out that this radial
movement is not really radial with respect to the
center of curvature of the inner wall or the outer
wall of the combustor. 	 This is a result of the
probes extending into the flow 13 n m.
3.3.	 Experimental preliminaries
As with any scientific investigation, there are
a group of important quantities that tend to
characterize the experiment.	 In thin cane,	 of
V
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course, pressure and temperature measurements are
taken so that detailed temperature and velocity
fields can be examined within the combustor.
Y 1 	 10	 ----- MEASURING
EXHAUST	 r9 9	 STATIONS
JET	 ' ,'	 a
INJECTION	
ROTATING — TRAVERSINGPOINT 	 8
A	 !
PITOT-STATIC TUBE
FLOW	 ^` ^.`	 4	 THERMOCOUPLE RAKE
NJECTI N
t	 1 2 POINT C	 X
INJECTION	 START OFPOINT B	 TURN SECTION
Figure 16:	 Combustor Coordinates and Measuring
Stationsl201
However, in addition, there are governing quantities
that provide uniqueness for each given procedure.
The first of these quantities is the density ratio,
. 0:9. -- : . 0
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Dr, defined as:
Pjo
Dr
P
and is usually referred to as the ratio of the
density *f the injection fluid to that of the cross
flow.	 In this investigation, this non—dimensional
parameter typically is about. 2.15 or 2.75. 	 These
two distinct values of Dr arias from using two
distinct cross flow temperatures. Specifically,
about 710 0 F (650 L) and 1020 0 F (820 t) are the
common cross flow temperatures. The dilution jet
injection occurs at room temperature, generally
somewhere near 70 s F(300 L). From this information,
densities of both gasses are calculable through the
ideal gas equation.
a
For each density ratio, experiments can also be
characterized by momentum ratio, J, defined as:
J	 Pjo V 
2
jo
P `.2
This quantity is typically referred to as the
ratio of the momentum associated with the jet
initially to that of the cross flow.	 It typically
ranges from zero (no injection) to about 11.7. The
.. —9 a'_
1 'ti^
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cross flow velocity for this rig ranges from eight
to 12 n / a while j e L i n j e c t o n va1ocitiea are
normally between 12 and 22 a/s.
`	 Thirdly, a characterizing parameter, injection
jet spacing ratio, Sr, is defined as follows:
Distance between jet centerlines
Sr
2bo
F I
This variable in the operation of the combustor
allows one to examine the effect of bringing
individual jets closer and closer together. In
addition to this variable, there is a variable
concerning injection jet location. 	 Injecticu can
occur fro m
 the inner wall ( the wall with tho small e 
radius of ^urvature in the tarn se,t! o r) prior to
the bend or fro m
 the outer wall prior to the bend or
in the bend.
with these characterising parameters, the
analysis of the acquired data is more sensibly
accomplished since detailed information is available
as to how the dilation jets compare with the cross
flow.
With the acquisition of temperature, total
pressure, and a t a t i c pressure at five probe
locations, local velocity is calculated as follows:
>I
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1/2
V1 • 2(P
T — Ps)
pl
This relation for velocity is found from the
Bernoulli equation. Of coarse, this assumes that
the measured flow is incompressible and suffers from
no frictional losses. Ia this investigation, Ma is
typically 0.02 for the cross flow and 0.05 for the
jet. with this information, it can be said that the
compressibility effect on the accuracy of the
velocity measuring device is negligible for this
purpoaa. Also, since the Me is such less than one,
it can be said that there is never a significant
deviation between impact and static temperatures.
One can now effectively characterize an
•xperiment in the reverse flow combustor and have
confidence in the quantities being measured.
Presentation of the data from this experiment
is done in a variety of plots. Information plotted
on then are generally normalized temperature and
velocity profiles. The normalization for
temperature is derived from the pattern factor Pf, a
parameter used to examine temperature non—uniformity
within combustion chambers. The pattern factor is
defined as:
0
a^I
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(Tmaz — Tave)
P 
	(Tave	 Tjo)
The normalized temperature relation used here is
defined as:
	
(T1	 — T)
s
(Tjo — T)
The normalization of velocity is as follows:
Vl
V
This normalization gives the deviation from the
cross flow velocity anywhere in the combustor.
I
f
	
	 Cross flow conditions are the temperature and
velocity one finds at the first azimuthal measuring
station, midway between the outer and inner walls.
Figure 16 show s that the first azimuthal measuring
location is the one immediately before the tarn
section.
For purposes of plotting simplicity, the combustor
sketch shown in figure 16 was unwrapped, such that
the inner wall became a straight line, and the outer
wall became a mathematical curve moving closer  to
the inner wall depicting the area decrease that
occurs in moving through the combustor.	 Shown in
Vrr
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figure 17 ie a set of radial normalized temperature
profiles characteristic of this combustor at the
;over Dr with no dilution jet injection taken from
the center probe of the rake. The numbers along the
bottom carve (the outer wall) are the azimuthal
abscissae locations corresponding to those in figure
16. Looking closely at the first azimuthal test
location, one can identify nine tests points that
move radially from the inner wall to the outer wall.
The one nearest the inner wall is radial position
95, the next one toward the orate- wall is 85 and to
on until one arrives at that point closest to the
outer we  l which is labeled 15.	 As one moves
azimuthally through the combustor, one can see that
the number of radial positions decrease a. At the
exit, for instance, only five radial poaitiona
exist: position 95 at the inner vall through
position 55 at the outer wall.	 The area decrease
can be seen by noticing that the outer wall has
moved significantly closer to the inner vali. Yore
specifically, there are nine equally spaced (1.56
initial jet radii) radial positions at azimuthal
stations one through five. Azimuthal station six
has eight radial positions, azimuthal station seven
has seven, azimuthal station eight has six, and
in
-51 .y_ .
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azimuthal stations ni-ie and ten have five radial
positions.
At the top of the plot is a set of information
that characterizes the particular plot. In t*is
case, we see Dr - 2.23 identifying the cross flow
temperature, and a zero J due to the fact that there
is no injection, and an Sr labeled "no injection"
to avoid confusion.
Upon examining the profiles themselves, one can
see thit at each azimuthal station, the profile can
move to the right or the left of the abscissa (lines
drawn out by the probe tips during radial movement).
Moving to the right indicates a temperature that is
greater than the cross flow temperature. Moving to
the left of the abscissa indicates that the local
temperature has fallen below that of the cross flow
(and s has become positive). In the case of jet
injection, it is not uncommon to observe profiles to
the extreme left of their respective abscissae.
Examining figure 14, once observes a set of
normalized velocity profiles for the aame flow
conditions as those for the temperature profile in
figure 17.	 The plot is identical except for the
magnitude of unity for the normalized quantity. 	 In
this plot, movement to the right of the sbaciaaa
a
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iudirates a velocity that is greater than the cross
flow velocity. Conversely, movement to the left of
the baseline indicates a velocity magnitude less
than that at the cross Vow location.
Figures 19 and 20 make use of the five-probe
take.	 These plots are referred to as lateral
representation& of the flow conditions. Both
figures 19 and 20 indicate normalized t saps rature
profiles, but those can ba made for velocity as
we  1.	 In the case of figure 19, represented is the
lateral span of the rake at one particular azimuthal
location and one particular radial position. In
figure 20, a three-dimensional view is constructed
by using all the radial positions at a given
azimuthal station.	 As can be seen on these plots,
all the characterizing information is present
Including	 data locations.
Each "+" aign shown on tk•r plots is a data
point. Each data point, as discussed earlier, is
constructed fro n various t *ape rature and pre a sure
information.
	 In this experiment, every temperature
and pressure n easurtment is actually an average of
25 sampIoa. the anaIog to digi.ta1 conversion
software is set up so that 23 armples are taken, the
average calculated and stored and the standard
D.
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deviation calculated and presented.	 This method of
data acquisition allows the experimenter to obtain a
reasonable average from fluctuating conditions. 	 In
addition, the calculation of standard deviation is
helpful in the error analysis.
	
Also, a growing
standard deviation indicates some problem with the
data gathering apparatus and allows one to search
out the problem before it propagates through all the
data.
3.4. Presenlition k1 ExQ4cted Error
Using a conservative error analysis clearly
documented in detail
	
in Appendix 5, the following
e r r o r a are expected.	 The values listed are
percentages of the indicated quantity.
Temperature.	 T + 1.2%
Pitot—static pressure,	 PT — P s + 4.2%
Velocity, V + 2.7%
Normalized temperature,	 s + 6.5%
Normalized velocity, Y + 6.6%
Momentum ratio, I + 19%
Density ratio, Dr + 6.4%
On the data plots, the error in t corresponds to +3
data point widths.	 The error in Y corresponds to
+0.25 data point widths.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS FROM PREVIOUS REVERSE FLOW COMBUSTOR
STUDY
Prior to presenting data and conclusions from
this investigation, a summary of the conclusions
found from the previous temperature study 1191 is
given below. As a presentation of the model
formulated in the previous work, calculated dilution
jet trajectories are shown along with the
experimental trajectories of this work where
possible in the next chapter.
The summary is as follows:
1. Increasing density ratio gives rise to a deeper
penetration of the ,let into the cross flow.
2. Increasing momentum ratio gives rise to a
deeper penetration into the cross flow.
3. Inward drifting phenomenon identified due to
the nature of the flow accelerating along the
inner wall.
+.	 Longitudinal acceleration suppresses single jet
thermal spreading rate.
S.	 Confinement effect, measured by the ratio of
channel height to initial jet diameter,
suppresses	 trajectory	 as	 spacing	 ratio
53
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decreases.
6. Smoothing of radial temperature gradients
occurs far before the exit.
7. Tightly spaced row of jets injected from the
inner wall attaches to that wall, shielding it
from the outer hot stream. Injection from the
outer wall penetrates deeply into the cross
flow and does not attach to the outer wall.
8. Very low momentum flow injected from the outer
wall tends to stay there through the turn.
9. Apparently, proper injection can result in a
desired temperature profile.
1
CHAPTER V
SINGLE JET INJECTION DATA AND CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, a representative group of
single jet injection configurations will be examined
in detail by looking closely at radial and lateral
plots. To obtain a representative groin, one east
look at injection from the inner wall before the
bend (14.67 initial jet radii upstream, point A in
fiSure 16), injection fron the outer wa11 before the
bend (14.2E initial jet radii upstream, point B in
fiSure 16), and injection from the outer wa11 into
the bend (5.53 initial jet radii into the bend,
point C in figure 16).
Enough information mast be examined so that
trends associated with changing momentum and density
ratios become evident. In this section, spacing
ratio is not important.
Below, find observations from individual tests
with conclusions drawn from all of then at the close
of the chapter.
5.1 E2 Infection
To properly analyze the effects of dilution jet
55
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injection on flow conditions in the combustor, one
must first examine the results associated with no
injection.	 In figure 17,	 one can see that
temperatures seen to be skewed near the inner wall
just prior to the bend. 	 Calculating the pattern
factor for this position, one finds that the value
never ecxeeds 0.07.	 Comparing this value to the
typical value of 0.2 found in the exit patterns of
operational combustors, it can be said the the
oncoming cross flow has a relatively flat profile.
With movement downstream, one sees a decrease
in normalised temperature, indicating that
temperatures are falling below that of the defined
c r o a a flow. This decrease in t e a p a r a t u r a is
attributable to hest losses through the combustor
walls.
Examining the normalised velocity profiles
presented in figure la, the immediately obvious
feature is that the radial profile at the first
azimuthal station is quite uniform. As one moves
downstream, an increase in velocity is detected from
inner wall to outer wall.	 In addition, an increase
In velocity at the inner wall with respect to the
outer wall is observed. 	 This phenomenon is
attributable to the fact that the inartially
C7
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dominated flow attempts to negotiate the turn like
an irrotational one. For this to occur, a greater
acceleration at the inner wall with respect to the
outer wall is necessary. It is also thought, that
due to this greater acceleration, a drifting inward
of mass is expected to satisfy conservation of mass.
Lastly, pressure must increase from inner to outer
wall to support the turning fluid.
Generally, to identify n temperature trajectory
of cool injected fluid, one connects the minimum
temperature at one azimuthal position to the minimum
at the next. However, in doing this, one mast be
careful to consider the profiles with no injection
to avoid choosing an inappropriate maximum t. 	 In
identifying velocity trajectories, one connects the
maximum velocities.
	 In this case, one must clearly
conaider the increasingly skewed profiles that
appear through the turn section.
	 Typically, daring
injection. one sees a velocity decree* downstream of
the wake created by the "cylinder" of fluid that
obstructs the flow. As one moves from the injection
wall, a jump in velocity is detected indicating
probe movement out of the wake and into a region
where velocities become greater than those expected
with no injection.
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5.2. L9F Moeentun Injection--Outer Wall--Prior Ig B_al
Examining figure
	 21, one can see that at
azimuthal station one, all values of t are affected
except the two nearbst the inner wall. 	 These
positions are showing a temperature decrease, and
hence, a c increase.	 Radial position 65 shows the
maximum t, thereby qualifying for the trajectory
location.
At azimuthal station two, a significant
temperature decrease occurs at radial positions 45
through 95 with a maximum t occurring at 75. This
shows movement closer to the inner wall.
At azimuthal atation .hr ea, significant
temperature deterioration occurs at positions 65
through 95 with maximum deviation occurring at
position 85. Azimuthal Location four shows lower
temperatures at the inner wall with maximum c
occuring &Sian at position 85, showing the thermal
trajectory quite close to the inner wall.
Azimuthal stations from this point to the exit
show temperature decreases at the inner wall region,
but no maxima can be identified. It can be said
qualitatively that the injection jet does migrate
toward the inner wall even at these locations, but
v
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due to mixing in the radial direction, a trajectory
is no longer meaningful.
Figure 22 shows the normalized velocity plot
for this case. As indicated earlier, at the
injection point, the jet acts as s flow obstruction
to the cross flow, causing a low pressure, 	 low
velocity wake downstream. As one exits from the
wake, one expects to experience a jump in velocity
followed by some velocity diatribut ion within the
spreading jet.	 At the first azimuthal measuring
station, one observes a significant decrease	 in
velocity at radial positions 15 through 45. The
jump is observed at position SS with the maximum
occurring at position 75.
At azimuthal station two, the jump is observed
again, with maximum y occuring at position 73.
This choice for the trajetory locaticin is a little
less obvious. rosition 75 also shows the maximum
positive deviation from that for the no injection
situation.
After azimuthal position two, some increased
velocities can be detected but trajectories are no
longer definable. In comparison to the temperatur':
profiles, these show a such less drastic change due
to injection.	 Trajectories are definable for a
60
leaaar distance downstream as well. When one
considers a free jet as a very crude approximation,
one sees a deterioration in velocity proportional to
the inverse of the distance from the virtual origin,
giving velocities at the start of the turn section
already much less than that of the cross flow. n ith
this in mind, these velocity deviations see n
reasonable.
5.3. ffiLk M_kR s u t l! 1 11ic L i o n—Oute 3 w111_PI12Z 12 Bjg4
Examining the temperature profiles for high
momentum injecti s from the outer well (J - 9.74),
one observes that _II the radial positions of the
first azimuthal station are show.nS a temperature
dacraaas. The maximum z occurs at radial position
65, qualifying this as the trajectory position.
Radial position ES shows the maximum
temperature decrease at the second azimuthal
station, while the brunt of the cooling seems to be
at radial positions 45 through 93, near the inner
wall. The indication here, again, is that the
thermal trajectory is moving toward the inner wall.
At azimuthal station three. radial positions 65
through 95 indicate cooling due to injection.
	 In
,).
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this radial amt however, the maximum v occurs at the
radial position nearest the wall (93). 	 This is
somewhat suspect, but when comparing this profile to
that for no injection, one can aee that the
temperature deviation is also greatest at this
position.	 Thia v a r i f i e a that witb the h i g b e r
momentum ratio, injection from the outer wall does
in fact migrate to the inner wall.	 Downstream of
azimuthal position three, one observes that cooling
is n ore evident at the inner wall, but due to
mixing, trajectory locations are no longer apparent.
Figure 24 jives the n o r a a I i z e d velocity
profiles	 for	 this	 infection configuration.
Examining the fir at az ion tbaI location, the saae
wake phenomenon is evident. 	 lake flow conditions
occur until a jump in velocity is detecteh at rad?al
poaiton 65.	 From 65 to 45, flow velocities are
higher than a x p a c t a d for the no injection
configuration.	 Maximus 7 occurs at position 73, the
trajectory :ocatIon.
Azimuthal position two exhibits a small jmmp it,
velocity near the inner wall at position AS.
Already at this position. a maximum is not real I 
detectable, nor is a maximum positive deviation from
the no injection profile.	 The velocity trajectory,
_.t
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then, is near the inner wall at this point, but is
not technically definable.
Azimuthal stations three, four, and continuing
downstream have smoothed so that no velocity
deviation is detectable.
5.4. LQw Mo mentn i I1 iect j: oa--1u pSr W all- -Prio r IS BJA4-
Examining the temperature plot & shown in figure
25 fox inner wall injection at J - 5.80, one sees at 	 j
azimuthal station one, a large temperature decrease
in all radial locations but the one nearest the
outer wall.	 Maximum t occurs at radial position 65,
labeling t hat position as the trajec t ory location.	 +
	
Azimuthal station two exhibits a similar 	 !
variance from the no injection profile with the
greatest temperature { aviation occurring at radial
position 75, near the inner wall.	 This indicates
that after a penetration into the cross flow, the
jet begins to migrate back toward the inner wall.
Continuing with this thought, as one examines
azimuthal positions three and four, one finds that
maximum v occurs at radial position 85 in both
ca acs, This shows a continued movement of the
thermal trajectory back toward the inner wall with
movement downstream.
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Further downstream, a definite cool region
exists at the inner wall for quite a long distance.
In fact, more cooling at the inner wall with respect
to the outer wall is evident even at the exit.
Appa.ently, mixing at the inner region is less than
that at the outer wall.
Examining the plot of y shown in figure 26, one
should be aware of the profile for no injection.
Upon observance of azimuthal atation oae, the
expected wake is evident fron the inner wall out to
radial position 55.	 Recall that for injection from
the outer wall, the woke region was located from the
outer wall toward the center.	 The expected velocity
jump does occur at radial station 45. This station
also serves as the trajectory location since it is
also the :local maximum 1.
Azimuthal atation two indicatea a a J a 1 1 a r
profile as above. Once again. the wake effect is
evident at the inner wall fro n radial positions 55
to 95. At position 45, one sees a peak velocity and
one that qualifies for the trajectory location.
After this point, •soothing of the velocity
profiles causes difficulty in identifying trajectory
locations. A quick observation `sere is that in the
inner wall injection configuration, velocity
i
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trajectories tend to deviate more from the
temperature trajectories than in the outer wall
injection case. Also, the velocity trajectory does
not migrate as perceptably toward the inner wall as
the temperature trajectory.
S.S. Hith Momentum
	
tion--Icull Wall--Prinz. 12 BenA
Figure 27 indicates at azimuthal position one a
significant temperature deterioration near the inner
wall.
	 In this case, the maximum v occurs at radial
position 55, the first trajectory location.	 In this
hither momentum case, all of the temperatures along
the station have been lowered, giving rise to the
idea of greater penetration due to greater momentum
ratio.
Temperature profiles at azimuthal station two
i
show a similar behavior but not quite as skewed as
station one. Here again, all temperatures seen to
be affected, but not to the same degree as in
station one. The trajectory location is at radial
position 55.
Azimuthal a t a t i o n three begins to flatten
somewhat, but a maximum is still observable at
radial position 65.
	 Even azimuthal station four
shows a maximum, also at position 65.
	 After this
) I
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position, considerable cooling is seen throughout
the combustor, although cooling at the inner wall is
such more pronounced. This set of profiles shows
that even at this elevated momentum ratio, a
migration toward t : e inner wall is evident after a
deep penetration into the cross flow.
Madill velocity plots shown in figure 28 for
thin	 injection' configuration 	 show behavior
consistent with the temperature plots. Upon close
examination of the initial azimuthal station, the
lower wake velocity is observed at radial positions
55 through 95.	 At location 43 a jump in velocity
occurs with y peaking at position 35.	 Position 35
is marked as the velocity trajectory position.
At azimuthal station two, the expected velocity
jump is seen near position 45 with the peak in y
occurring at radial position 35, clearly marking it
as the trajectory location.
Downstream of azimuthal station three, the
profiles begin to flatten out and take the form of
those seen with no injection: 	 a positive velocity
gradient sets up from outer to inner wall.
3.6. Low Momentum Iniection--Outer pall-Into I" Bend
This injection configuration differs from all
wI	 -
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those presented earlier in that it delivers dilution
cooling air from the outer wall 3.63 initial jet
radii downstream of the start of the turn section.
Upon examining figure 29, the most obvious
change is that the first two azimuthal measuring
locations are nearly unaffected by the upstream
injection.
Dramatically at station three, there exists a
highly stewed profile with maximum t occurring at
radial position 35.	 Radial positions 55 through 95
show almost no temperature change whatsoever. 	 This
shows that penetration here is limited in comparison
to the upstream injection locations. Obviously.
maximum s and the trajectory location are at radial
position 35.
Azimuthal location four shows significant
temperature reduction at radial position 55, the
recognised trajectory position. Note here that
temperatures at both walls remain near those
observed with no injection.	 Little spreading of
the jet has occurred by this azimuthal location.
Azimuthal position five. however, begins to
show significant cooling along the inner wall, while
the outer wall romains at its previous temperature.
This serves as yet another confirmation of the
I
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migration toward the inner wall, even with a
relatively weak initial penetration.	 At this
location, one can observe maximum s	 and
consequently the trajectory location 	 at radial
position 73.
Surprisingly, at azimuthal station six, a
trajectory location can visually be located at
radial position 75. In addition, significant
cooling can be observed from radial positions 35
through 95. After this azimuthal location, cooling
along the inner wall is clearly more prominent, but
trajectory locations are no longer identifiable.
Figure 30 displays the normaized velocity
t	 profiles for this low momentum injection from the
i	 outer wall into the bend.	 First, no effect is
noticed at the first two azimuthal locations. At
location three, one sees the typical velocity
decrease at radial position 15 due to a flow
disturbance at the injection point.	 At radial
position 25, a marked jump in velocity to above what
is expected in the no injection configuration	 is
observed.	 Although no maximum Y is seen, it is
likely that the velocity trajectory location is near
f
^	 the inner wall.
Azimuthal position four and those further
,
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downstream show no evidence of velocity
trajectories, with the profiles resuming the
typically irrotaional one of the no injection plot.
5.7. Aigjs YQ^pta •
 Injectioa--Outer Wall--a	 Ih4 Bend
The temperature profiles shown in figure 31
present results for J - 9.81. Just as in the case
of low momentum injection into the turn section, no
detectible change occurs at the first two azimuthal
stations while the third sees a major temperature
decrease.	 Positions 65 through 95 appear unaffected
at station three, with skewing beginning at station
SS and the maximum t occurring at position 35. Note
that this trajectory, as well as all the others, is
marked on its associated baseline.
Azimuthal station four shows marked skewing as
well, with its maximum t occurring at radial
position 73, showing a definite migration of the
high momentu m
 injection toward the inner wall.
Azimuthal locations five and six show an
increase in s as one moves toward the inner wall.
In both cases, maximums occur at the radial position
nearest the inner wall (95) or at most, one position
away fron the inner wall (85). Again, t h i a is
strong evidence suggesting migration toward the
J
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inner wall.
Figure 32 shows the normalized radial velocity
profiles for high momentum injection into the bend.
As is true with all the velocity profiles,
variations are somewhat subtle. At azimuthal
station three, the jump in velocity and maximum Y
occur at radial position 25.	 This, then, is the
location of the trajectory.
Examining azimuthal station four, one sees a
marked increase in velocity near inner the wall with
the jump occurring at position 7S. The local
maximum is observed at position 85, giving it the
velocity trajectory identification. Further
downstream, some velocity increase is detectable
near the inner wall, but not significant enough to
choose trajectory positions.
r
S.S. Conclusion EL2R Normalized YAdial profillA
To this point, various representative flow
configurations for single jet injection have been
discussed in detail. In each subsection of this
chapter, normalized radial temperature and velocity
profiles were the basis of these diacuaaIona.
Thermal and velocity trajectories were defined where
possible.	 At this point, it is necessary to look at
6'.9.	
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all the profiles, and make conclusions concerning
the general behavior. In summary, the following
conclusions are evident from these profiles:
1. Without injection, temperature profiles show a
pattern factor within reasonable limits set up by
operational c o a b u a t o r a Generally, a low
temperature region exists along the outer wall of
the combustor dne to beat transfer through the
walls. Velocity profiles show a fairly uniform
condition at the inlet to the tarn section. As the
inertially dominated flow attempts to negotiate the
e
turn like an irrotational one, particles at the
t	 inner wall must accelerate with respect to those at
t
the outer wal 1. This gives rise to an increase in
s
r	 velocity at the inner wall with respect to the outer
wall. In addtion. an area decrease through the turn
section causes an increase in velocity. As the
acceleration occurs alonS the inner wall,
`	 conservation of mass calls for a movement of fluid
toward this region. Also, pressure increases as one
moves from inner wall to outer wall in the turn
sect ion .
2. The injection of cooling air at the inner wall
I
before the bend, the outer wall before the bend, and
the outer wall into the bend all cause sihnificant
4.1
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changes in temperature and velocity downstream of
their respective injection locations.
3. The greater the momentum ratio, the deeper the
penetration into the cross flow according to both
temperature and velocity profiles.
4. The greater the density ratio, the deeper the
penetrator into the cross flow.
S. Migration of the injection jet toward the inner
wall occurs during injection from all locations.
This indicates that the centrifugal effect of a
heavier fluid naturally moving toward the outer wall
of a turning channel is overcome by the pressure and
migration effects discussed in (1).
6. Both thermal and velocity trajectories allow one
to make the same statements concerning jet movement
in the cross flow, although they rarely coincide.
for all azimuthal stations.
7. Although atill qualitatively consistent.
velocity and temperature trajectories show a greater
deviation fron each other daring injection fron the
inner wall. The velocity profiles typically show a
deeper penetration and a slower return to the inner
wall than the temperature trajectories. This is due
to the recirculation zone that is set up downstream
of the injection location. 	 During injection from
a-)
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the inner wall the trajectory moves back through the
radial positons associated with the wake region,
but farther downstream.
B. During injection from the inner wall, cooling
and increased velocities are more apparent along the
inner call even at the exit giving rise to the
conclusion that a jet injected fron this wall
experiences less mixing due to its position.
9. Velocity and temperature profiles at azimuthal
stations nearest the exit for outer wall injection
prior to the tarn and in the turn are quite similar
for similar injection conditions.
10. Lipshitz [191 developed a model to predict the
centerline of an injected jet from conservation
equations and empirical relations. Three velocity
and three temperature plots from those discussed
above have computed model trajectories marked on
them for comparison. Agreement is poor for all
cases except velocity trajectory from the inner
wall. In this case, though, too few velocity
trajectory locations are identifiable for a
conclusive comparison.
S.9. Lster ll p_Utributions
Also plotted for various azimuthal locations in
J I
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the combustor are lateral plots that make use of the
five-probe rake.	 With these plots, one caa view
laterally across the combustor at	 given radial and
azimuthal positions.	 In addition, one can view
laterally all of the radial positions at a given
azimuthal station resulting in a three-dimensional
plot of combustor conditions. Ten of these plots,
each for one of the ten azimuthal stations, gives a
three dimensional plot of combustor conditions for
the entire turn section.
Plots of this type were generated for various
azimuthal positions downatea n of injection to
investigate jet spreading oebavior.
Upon examining the three-dimensional plots for
no injection (figures 33 through 36) plotted at 600
increments from the start of the turn section to the
exit, one observes that there is a non-uniformity
laterally across the rake width. From prior to the
tern continuing completely thrcugh the combustor to
thu slit one sees that this three-dimensionality
takes the same form: an increase in c when going
from -7.14 initial jet radii to 7.14 initial jet
radii across the combustor centerline. Each plotted
line represents a probe location.	 Probe one is at
the far left and is -7.14 initial jet radii from the
t-	 ^D
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combustor centerline.	 Probe five is at the far
right and 7.14 initiel jet radii from the combustor
centerline.	 Probes two, three, and forr fall
logically between these two.
As indicated in the radial velocity plots,
combustor velocity is fairly insensitive to single
jet injection n ore than two or three azimuthal
stations (40 0 to 60 • ) downstream of the injection
point. Tharefore, only thermal plots will be used
for investigating lateral spreading.
When e:a n ining the plota for low momentum
injection fr ,)m the outer wal l (figures 37 through
40), the most obvious change occurs in figure 37
(first azimuthal station). Probes two and three
show a significant temperature decrease, while the
others remain relatively unaffected. This r e a u I t a
in a three — dimensional look to the plot, and
indicates that jet spreading is still quite limited
at this point.
At 60 0 , the plot shows the flow returning to
the condition seen in the no injection plot, where
decre.tae in temperature is detected in going from
probe one to five. However, upon careful
exAmination, one can see a definite increase in
temperature when going from probe four to five,
J
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giving evidence that lateral spreading is not
complete, The plots for 120 0 tnd 180 0 show that the
tempereturs distribution has returned to one similar
to that for no injection, indicating that spreading
across the rake width is complete.
The set of ;tats for outer wall injection at a
high momentum ratio (figures 41 through 44) shows
similar behavior to the low e^:aentun configuration.
At the high momentum ratio, though, 	 lateral
spreading seen* complete at sr. arimnthal value of
60 0 .	 This	 is f a a t a r than the
	
low Momentum
configuration.
Three-dimensional lateral plots for injection
from tho inner wall et a low momentum ratio (figures
45 through 48) and at a high n cmentun ratio (figures
49 through 52) show similar behavior. 	 In both of
these cases,	 lateral spreading d o e a not a e e m
compl#ta at 60 0	By 120 0 , however, profiles look
no different than those for no injection, indicating
that lateral spreading hts surpassed the width of
the rake.
Finally, from the plots above, individus1
radial positions can be identified add plotted. Two
plots with low momentum injection fro n the outer
wal l and two with high moment no iniection from the
1
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inner wall are presented (figures 53 through 56).
In figures 53 and 54 one can see that the center
probe temperature regains temperature in moving from
0' to 100 0 azimuthally. In this case, the outer
probes do not detect a significant change in
temperature. Figures SS and 56 show similar plots
for high momentum injection from the inner wall. In
this case, the center probe temperature also shows a
rebounding toward the cross flow value. The
outermost probes indicate a sore significant
decrease is temperature this time, giving evidence
of wider spreading.
4
5.10. Additions CoaclusjogA Eros Lateral P,j.Qts
' 11. Lateral spreading rate increases with
increasing momentum ratio. This is in agreement with
the experiment by Lamotani and Greber(14].
12.	 Lateral spreading rate is greater for outer
wall injection th.n fo nor wall injection. This
observation confirms conclusion eight above,
indicating that mixing is greater at the outer wall
region than the inner wall region.
In the fol sowing chapter, multiple jet injecton
will be considered. There, lateral plots will
become important again in the determination of two-
77
dimensional behavior of a closely spaceZ row of jets
and hoer this affects trajectory.
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CHAPTER VI
MULTIPLE JET INJECTION DATA AND CONCLUSIONS
All of the introductory information that
pertains to single jet injection such as definitions
for s and T as well as numerical values for pattern
factors apply here as well. Once again, as the flow
i r r o t a t i o r. a 1 1 y negotiates the turn section,
acceleration of fluid particles along the inner wall
with respect to the outer wall occurs. From a a s a
conservation, a migration of fluid inward is
evident. Additionally, an increase in pressure is
experienced when going from inner wall to outer
wall to support the turning fluid.
As was true for single jet injection,
experiments were carried out at momentum ratios from	 1
about 3.7 to about 11.7. 	 Density ratios ranged from
about 2.15 to about 2.75.
	 with multiple jets,
though, two more parameters become a part of the
investigation:	 spacing ratio and confinement ratio.
Spacing ratio, Sr, defined above, varied from 2.67
to 9.21.	 Each injection configuration was tested in
three spacing ratios:
	 the smallest, followed by
double that, followed by triple that.
	 Values for
spacing ratio differ from outer wall to inner wall
78
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since injection ports are positioned on rays
y
	
extending from the combustor centerline.
Confinement ratio, defined as:
	
Confinement Ratio -	 Ho/bo
is 16.77 for injection prior to the bend and 16.95
for injection into the bend.
Data a:quisition procedures, plotting
procedure., and trajectory identification procedures
are identical to those used in single jet injection.
"	 Upon ezaming the data and conclusions from
single jet injection, one can see the effects of
C
'r 
changing momentum ratio and density ratio.
Therfore, it is unnecessary to present data that
displays the effects of changing these parameters.
Instead, injection location and spacing ratio will
be the variables here.	 On each plot, though, two
trajectories are marked. One is that for the row of
jets, and the other is for the single jet for
comparison.
6.1. High !i men nR Iniectiog_- -Onl-tz 1111:__ P	 r 1+ Bend
This section contains information on three
I
different
	 spacing	 ratios	 for	 this	 flow
r.
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configuration. Fir at examining the normalized
temperature profile with the widest spacing ratio
shown in figure 57 one discovers as spacing ratio of
9.21. The prof ilea are inevitably similar to those
of a single jet. The trajectory location (maximum v
is at radial positions 55. 75, and 95 for azimuthal
location one, two, and three respectively.
Comparing these locations to those found in single
injection. one finds that the obvious difference is
a shorter penetration, and a continued "lower"
tra i -ctory. Even though some suppression of
trajectory is detecttd, a cooling region along the
inner wall is evident even as far duTnstream as the
exit.
The velocity profiles for this configuration
(figure 58) are alao qu?ie ainiIar to t h a high
aomentun single injection profiles. In this case.
the velocity jump at azimuthal position one occurs
at radial position 55. The maximum y occurs at
radial position 65. Looking closely at azimuthal
positions two and three, one can see that the radial
positions closest to the inner wall actually show no
change in velocity. However. at position two,
radial location 75 is seen as having the greatest
positive deviation from the no injection velocity.
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At position three, radial location 75 is indicated
as having the largest positive displacement from the
no injection velocity. Although these positions do
not stand out as definite local maximums, they are
likely trajectory locations by comparison to
profiles with no injection. Further downstream, one
can no longer identify with any certainty any
trajectory location, but a noticeable velocity
increase along the inner wall is evident. From thi
velocity trajectory estimates in the previous
chapter, one can see an apparent "lower"
penetration amounting to at least one radial
position.
Remaining at high momentum injection from the
outer wall, the spacing ratio is decreased to 6.14
by adding four jets for a total of 11. The question
to ask now is how does this affect the flow witbim
the combustor.
Looking at the temperature profile diagram
shown in figure 59, a marked increase in s is
detected about midway between combustor walls at
azimuthal station one.	 At radial position 55, s
peaks, giving the thermal trajectory location.
Similarly, position 75 at azimuthal station two
qualifies as the second trajectory location.
9
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Azimuthal position three becomes a little more
difficult to analyze since the maximum local t
actually occurs at the endpoint (position 95). By
comparison with the no—injection configuration, it
can be seen that the trajectory really cannot be
pinpointed.	 However, positions 75 through 95
indicate the most temperature deviation. It is
likely, then, that the trajectory falls somewhere
between these two radial positions.
At azimuthal measuring station four, a peak is
again detectable as a trajectory location at radial
station 85. Marked cooling is detected iwnstream
across the combustor with the inner wall region
affected the most. In comparison with single jet'
temperature profiles, this spacing ratio does not
produce noticeably different results from the larger
Sr.	 The initial thermal trajectory location shows
some suppression.	 This mild suppression seems to be
carried downstream as well.
The velocity profile (figure 60) at azimuthal
station one displaia the typical jump in velocity at
radial point 55. Position 65 is near the peak y and
deviates the greatest fro n the no injection
configuration, giving indicaiton as the trajectory
location.
1
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At both azimuthal stations two and three,
velocity trajectory locations are difficult to
detect. However, upon careful examination, it
appears that trajectories lie somewhere between
radial positions 65 and 95 due to increased velocity
in this region. The initial trajectory location
shows evidence of some suppression by appearing one
radial position lower than in the single jet case.
Velocity trajectory locations downstream of the
initial one cannot be identified clearly enough, so
a statement concerning suppression in this region
cannot be made.
Once again,	 keeping with high momentum
injection from the outer wall, the number of jets is
Increased to 21, producing a spacing ratio of 3.07.
This is the smallest value for this parameter for
jets injected from the outer wall before the bend.
Examining the normalized profiles for this case
(figures 61 and 62), trajectory suppression is
immediately evident.
The radial temperature profiles show a peak s
at radial position 25 for the first azimuthal
station.	 The second azimuthal abscissa shows an
obvious peak at radial +?ositi.on 45. 	 Radial position
55 is this maximum t for azimuthal station three.
D.
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These three trajectory locations marked on figure 61
:how a significant suppression in comparison with
the single jet case. By the third azimuthal station
in the single jet case,	 the trajectory was
identified as existing along the inner wall. For 21
jets, though, the trajectory is located only at the
midpoint between the two walls.
Upon examining the velocity profiles, one does
not find such a dramatic change in trajectory
location.	 At azimuthal position one, the velocity
jump occurs at radial location 35. 	 Velocities 55
through 95 appear fairly uniform.	 In contrast, with
no injection, velocity increases in going from 55 to
95.	 The point with the largest deviation from from
the no injection profile is position 65, identifying
this as the location of tfio trajectory.
At azimuthal baseline two, one observes the
velocity jump at radial position 55. Prints 65
through 95 display an increase over the no injection
case, with no particular y exhibiting a maximum. It
is concluded that the velocity trajectory must fall
somewhere between radial points 65 and 95, with the
exact location unidentifiable.
Azimuthal station three is similar to two in
behavior with the trajectory locaiton falling
I
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between radial positions 75 and 95. 	 As one n ovaa
downstream, an increase in velocity is observable at
all radial Iocationa. This behavior gives some
evidence of suppression, but nowhere near the
magnitude of suppression displayed in the thermal
profiles. In addition, with this large number of
injection fats (21), the increased mass flux is
indicated by the noticeably higher velocity as far
d3wnstrean as the exit.
6.2. Hit_h Momantnm Inieg -tion_Inner wall--Prior 12 Bend
Due to n probe problem, only pressures were
obtainable from the rake for multiple jet injection
from the inner wall. St.) that some statement could
be made concerning the relative behavior of multiple
jets from the inner wall, temperature data was taken
fro n Lipahitz 1181 .	 This temperature data was then
used to calculate a local density which, in tarn,
was used in the calculation of local velocity. Due
to probe geometry differences between the previous
temperature study and this study, it becooes evident
tLat probe tip location for each case differs by two
to thrre millimeters, 	 it is estimated, that as a
maximum, this could result in a local temperature
error of 100 0 F near the injection point.
	 This
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results in an additional error in local velocity of
about 5%, according to the procedure used in
estimating error in Appendix S. 	 The error in y then
increases to about 19%.	 However, this still results
in a error band on the normalized velocity profiles
a lightly less than the width of one data point.
Therefore, qualitative trends depicted by these
profiles remain believable. 	 in
Following the same procedure as earlier, using
a high momentum ratio (9.68) and the low density
ratio (2.18), each of the three possible spacing
ratios are investigated.	 The injection of seven
jets	 r e s u I t a	 in	 a	 spacing	 ratio of 7.41,	 a
relatively large value.	 Normalized temperature
profiles seen in figure 63 show that at azimuthal
position one, the maximum r occurs at radial
position 75, indicating a s;nallow penetration.
Azimuthal position two shows a maximum at the
same radial position.	 Strikingly, from a z i a u t h a 1
abscissa three and continuing downstream, the
maximum c occurs at position 95, against the inner
wnll.	 It appears as if the thermal jet trajectory,
then, is directed along the inner wall as well. 	 In
eoroarison with the single j.et thermal trajectory
for a	 similar momentum ratio,	 considerable
87
suppression of	 trajectory 1s evident, even at this
wide spacing ratio.
The velocity profiles, again in this case. do
not show such a dramatic suppression (see figure
64). The velocity jump at azimuthal baseline one
occurs at radial position 65. with the maximum
deviation from the no injection velocity occurring
at position 45.
Azimuthal station two shows similar behavior
with maximum T occurring at radial position 55.
Station three also has a trajectory Location at
position 55. Downstream of position four, increased
velocities across the combustor are detectable.
In comparing these velocity profiles to
temperature prof ilea for the same a a t of flow
conditions, one sees that they predict a much deeper
peiietration than their thermal counterparts. 	 j
However, in comparing them to the velocity profiles
for single jet injection, one sees that a suppressed
behavior is evident.
D e c r e a a i n g the spacing ratio t^ 4.94 by
increasing the number of dilution jets to 11, one
would expect	 further suppression in accordance with
what occurred during injection from the outer wall.
Examinial the f i r 3 t azimuthal station of the
J
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temperature profiles (figure 65), one observes a
n azinun t at radial position 75. Position two shows
the maximum v at radial position 83, identifying
both of these positions as trajectory locations.
Position three and those downstream show the
maximum z falling against the inner wall, showing a
suppressive behavior in comparison with the single
jet. However, thin thermal trajectory suppression
is apparently no greater than the wider spacing
ratio configuration.
The velocity profiles shown in figure 66 depict
trajectories appearing at radial position SS for the
first three azimuthal baselines. This, again, shows
suppression in comparison with the single jet, but
no appreciable difference fro n the 7.41 spacing
ratio.	 Also, as above, the velocity trajectories
ineicate a deeper penetration into the cross flow.
By using 21 cooling jetr, a spacing ratio of
2.47 is achieved. Upon examining the temperature
profiles in figure 67, one finds the moat striking
change in profiles thus far.	 At all azimuthal
base 1 roes, without except ion, the maximum s occur s
at radial poai.ion 93, in61cating quite a
significant auppressiou of thermal trajectory.
S jug ',e injection of the sum-- momentum ratio normally
i
-elq' o.. . kD
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produces a trajectory somewhcre near the midpoint of
the combustor.
Examining the velocity profiles given in figure
68 for this flow configuration, dramatic supprassive
behavior is again datectaa. At the initial
azimuthal station, velocity ir, teen to peat at
radial position 55.	 Azimuthal position two shows
maximum velocity occurring at position 65. Position
three indicated radial location 75 vhila p o s i t o n a
four and five both show radial position 85 as the
location for n a=iaum 7 .	 As can be seen by the
indicated trajectory for the single jet, 	 these
profiles,	 too,	 a h o w sup_e9aion so great that
velocity trajectory as well moves very near the
inner wall.
6. 3. H i [jl N2l9 Z .14! 1 Rltl i.a11_-02 i4I N11 I — 11 o  thl B e n d
Again fol lowing similar procedures as abova,
the first configuration to be discussed is the one
with the widest spacing ratio. Upon e:aminint the
temperature profile diagram in figure 69, it is
easily seen that injection occurs just upstream of
the third azimuthal station. A huge temperature
decrease is detected at this station, with t peaking
at radial position 35.
-^
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Azimuthal station four gives the peak s at
radial position 75, indicating the trajectory is
moving toward the inner wall. Azimuthal station
four, then, depicts radial position 75 as its
trajectory location as well, while station five
indicates position 85. In comparison with the
single jet injection configuration, there is no
perceivable difference in penetraion into the cross
flow as is obvious during injection prior to the
turn section.
The velocity profiles in figure 70 are just as
difficult to interpret as those were for single jet
injection. Although not clear, radial position 25
is the likely location for the velocity trajectory
at azimuthal position three. Even less clear,
azimuthal positon four indicates a likely trajectory
position as 7S, the position with the maximum
deviation from the no injection coufigutation. 	 In
agreement with the thermal trajectories, these do
not indicate any suppressive behavior.
Adding four jets to the earlier seven, one
achieves an Sr - 6.00. 	 At the injection locations
prior to tb.e bend, a decrease in spacing ratio
generally :ad to a suppression of the jet trajectory
in the cross flow.	 Upon examining the normalized
r.
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temperature profiles in figure 71, one a a e a the
skewed temperatures at azimuthal station three.
Incidentally, both temperature and velocity appear
unchanged upstream of injection throughout the
course of multiple jet injection into the bend.
Azimuthal station three shows radial position
35 serving as the trajectory location by exhibiting
the maximum T. Position four also shows quite a
skewed profile with its maximum c appearing at
radial position 65.	 Both azimuhtal positions five
and six show trajectory locations at radial position
7S.	 With this trajectory, suppresive behavior is
becoming evident.
	
The velocity profiles (figure 72), as in the 	 +`
I
pest, show nowhere near the dramatic change seen in
the temperature profile.	 At azimuthal station
three, the maximum local y occurs at radial position
23.	 The next azimuthal station shows a clear
trajectory location at radial position 73.
Downstream of this location, it becomes impossible
to define a trajectory. With the trajectory located
as it is, however, a slight supression of
approximately one radial position is observed.
Although some suppression is evident, migration of
the jet toward the inner wall remains intact.
a
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The final spacing ratio at this injection
location is 3.00.	 It is achieved by injecting 21
jets.	 In figure 73, one sees the first thermal
trajectory location at azimuthal station three is
found at radial positon 25. Azimuthal station four
shows the n aximua t at radial position 45.
Downstream of this location, a trajectory is no
longer definable. Although cooling exists across
the combustor, one sees easily a marked increase in
cooling at the outer wall. The trajectory pointed
out by this set of data shows a definite suppression
toward the outer wall.
The velocity profile seen in figure 74 is
similar to those observed above. Azimuthal station
three shows the velocity trajectory at radial
position 25.	 Radial position 65 is identified at
azimuthal positon four as the trajectory location by
exhibiting the maximum y.	 Downstream of this
azimuthal station, the trajectory is no longer
meaningful. However, with the trajectory shown, it
is easy to conclude the some suppression toward the
outer wall takes place. This suppression does not
atop the migration toward the inner wall.
6.4. Conclusions Flom Normalizes Radial Pro ilea
J-.--I
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To this point, a representative group of tests
examininZ the effects of 	 spacing ratio have been
closely examined. Each test was looked at
individually. At this time, it is important to make
some general statements concerning these tests:
1. As was expect*d from Lipshitz i181 , trajectories
determined from velocities generally show a greater
penetration into the cross flow than those
determined from temperature. This seems to be a
result of the recirculation zone set up downstream
of the injection location by the issuing dense jet.
2. This deviation increases as spacing ratio
decreases since the low pressure recirculation zone
becomes more pronounced as the jet becomes
	 s
increasingly two—dimensional.
3. Injection from the inner wall shows penetration
into the cross flow, followed by a migration back
toward the inner wall	 As spacing ratio decreases,
this penetration becomes suppressed.	 At n iminu n
spacing ratio, the maximum v occurs at inner wall
without exception.
4. For injection from the outer wall, one can
identify migration toward the inner wall as well.
Again, as in the single jet configurations, this is
attributed to the drifting and pressure gradient
7TMO,	 "	 n
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effects overcoming the centrifugal effects. As Sr
decreases, there is a noticeable suppression toward
the outer wall, but migration toward the inner wall
remains evident.
S. This suppression is attributed to two phenomena:
As spacing ratio decreases, it becomes increasingly
difficult for the cross flow to pass between
individual jets. Instead of penetrating through the
r	 denser fluid, it passes over it, suppressing its
`	 trajectory.	 Also,	 as apacing ratio decreases,
a significant low pressure recirculation zone sets
up downstream, since according to experiment, the
cross flow tends pass over the injected fluid. This
low pressure causes the injected jet to collapse
against the wall from which it was injected. In the
case of the inner wal 1, this low pressure adds to an
already low pressure region resulting in significant
suppression. In the case of the outer wal 1, this
low pressur: fiShts a h 
I 
S h pressure reSion,
reau1tinS in some suppression, but a continued
migration toward the inner wall as the turn is
negotiated.
,
6.5
	
Profiles
E
	
	
Tc examine the notion of two,--dimensionality
downstream of the injection point, three-dimensional
at
n
It
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lateral plots were produced, making use of the width
of the rake. As in the single jet case, a i n c e
velocity two or more azimuthal stations downstream
of the injection point seems somewhat unaffected.
these plots make use of temperature distributions
only.
Injection from the outer wall at the higher
momentum ratio and wide spacing ratio is represented
in figures 75 through 78. At the initial azimuthal
station (0 0 ), once observes the three—dimensionality
of temperature at that point. Since the set of
injection jets do not continuously span the
combustor width, cross flow has the ability to flow
inbetween them, thereby causing little or no
suppression, as observed experimentally.
Examininj the lateral plots further downstream
(60 • ,	 120 • ,	 and 180 • ),	 a d a I r e e of three
dimensionality remains, even at the exit. Thia
shows that the spacing is in fact wide enough to
allow the cross flow to penetrate between them.
As one examines the tight spacing ratio (J =
3.08) for high momentum injection from tho outer
wall (figures 79 through 82), one observes
immediately at 0 0 that the flow is nearly two—
dimensional.
	
By 60 • , the flow is clearly two-
0
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dimensional. The two figures showing downstream
locations again show little n-r no change laterally
from probe one to five.
From these lateral plots. the suppression of
jet trajectory can again be attributed to the low
pressure recirculation zone that forms downstream of
the injection location. This region is more
pronounced daring injection with small spacing
ratios because, as shown here, because the the row
of jets causes the cross flow to pass over the top.
Lamotani and Greber [141 show a suppression in
trajectory with decreasing spacing ratio until
spacing ratio fa 1 1 s below about two or three. 	 At
i
this point. the issuing jet acts nearly like a slot
Jet and the trajector y shows less suppression. In
this szperiment, spacing ratio evidently cannot be
decreased to the point where suppression begins to
deteriorate.
1't J- P I
CHAPTER VII
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
I
	 This is the second work using ► reverse flow4 combustor that inveatigataa the perpendicular
injection of a cooling jet into a hot cross flow
that is accelerating both longitudinally and
transversely.	 IN
This work shows that there is. in fact, good
agreement between trends associated with thermal and
veloc=.ty trajectories. Both trajectories indicate a
migration toward the inner wall independent of
injection Ioiation, density ratio, momentum ratio,
and spacing ratio.
The semi — empirical model developed by
Lipshits [lg1
 for a single jet shows aimiIar
agreement as it did in his experiment. It is in
need of better entrainment information along with
knowledge of the pressure field throughout the
combustor. Considering the vortex structure that
sets up daring perpendicular injection, a model
which uses this as its dominant effect is under
development.
With the experimental data available from this
study, from the previous temperature study, and the
n 1
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expected empirical information on entrainment, all
of the necessary components are available to carry
out a careful investigation to produce a aemi —
empirical model for a single jet as well as a row of
jets.
From these experiments, then, it can be seen
that injection from the outer wall allows cooling at
the inner.wall due to the migration effect. This is
practically useful since injection from the outer
wall is more easily carried oat.
	
Since migration
toward the inner wall	 is evident,	 cooler
temperatures and higher velocities can be developed 	 M
there. If cooling of the outer wall is desired, the
leakage of cooling air from the outer wall injection
ports at low momentum ratios will result in a cool
region along that wall.
Compact reverse flow combustors are a viable
alternative, Flow conditions within the n are
predictable, and desirable modifications can be made
through dilution jet injection.
ECHAPTER IZ
DATA PLOTS
The following pa4es contain all of the data
1 plots described and referred to above.
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APPENDIX 1
PARAMETER CALCULATIONS
1. Velocity Is calculated from the Bernoulli equation
V = (2AP ) 1/2l P J
where AP = pilot-static press, re dWerence 	 p = den-
sity of oncoming flow.
2. Momentum ratio calculated as
= 
p let let
PV 
where p. V are cross flow conditions.
= m /et
blot	 Area lot
2
IPRT 1 /et lA rrt e
^ =
	
Isr
2AP
9. Density ratio is calculated as:
163
Or = PlotP
( 
lA
P
T l lotOr =
IAT)
Other parameter calculations are stralghtbrward. and need no addl-
Donal explanation.
J.. -9 "rp,
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APPENDIX 2
SPECIFICATION SHEETS
v
165
Properties and Characteristics
MACH NUMBER RANGE
The lower usable Ilmli for 11 11of- Slatic Probee deperhdI on
t heaens g rvlly of the real" used with the probe
A Or fferwntull pressure of I - of water, lot example Is Maul
the minimum that Can be measured with 1% accuracy with
ordinary slant gauges, so the lower limit Is approximately
at a slam Number of 0 Do or a felotlty of TO waec for air
M standard stmOap WH Conditions. There Is no minknum
Mach Number for IM tube llsefl The upper
 limit it at
about Mach 0 05 for the total pleasure reading and 0 y0 for
the static es shown W Figure 1 The static reading is ac-
curate to 0 Sic to a Mach Number of 0 90 and to 1 5% up
to Mach 0 TO At this point the calibration becomws erratic
due to the formation of local shod wins on and around
Ihe 110 of the probe and the reading Can very Y much as
10% with slight changes In flow condlllona of proximity
to solid boundar ies Above Mach 1 0 both the total and
static readrnge very considerably from true arearn vatvea
WI they Can be COrrKled the"It011y.
TAW AND P1TCN ANGLE RANGE
M the fluid elredim Is not permit*, to the rOa head. err"
occur In both total and static readings These are the most
Important errors In this type of Instrument bacausir they
annol be Corrected wllhout tatting InOoMnO Wt reedinge
•twith anolha type of probe
YAW
►t 	^ ►vote
Figure 2 slows the a ron In total and alalic pressure, v►
Ioe11V, and weight Lbw r 90ri0ua yaw end OftCh angles
Note that yaw and pllch angle mile" the readings .sect IT
the same The snore M total and static pressure Increaea
tints rapidly for angles of attack nigher than 5', but they
sand 10 compensate esC% OIMr 60 t he probe yields vatOCl-
ly and weight Lbw reedlnge accurate to 2% up to angles
of attack of 30'. This Is the chef advantage of the PrwWtl
assign Over other IVOes.
BOUNDARY EFFECTS
The static pressure Mtdbalden M SaneNM ro dMSnce Iron
Said boundrom Figure 3 allows how this error Inerea"a
Ihe Indicated veloCltV prasaure st a Mahe Number of 0 25
The probe and boundary Form a Venturi pesaape which se-
as" Ivis Ihe flow and doemom IM static pressure on
wws side The curve Grows Ihst static readings Should not
be taken ciom than S tube dlareton from a bMMldery bat
1% mcwrwy aid 10 tube StanStere in Mfr.
,le_ _ —T 
-MMC`^
e.arw
RBTNOLOB NUMBER RANGE
10II014latk pr00ee are not directly affected by Reynold.
Number eedepl at very low ea 6, H11" Thairfon. fn l oulde
whew Mahe Number ef fects are absent, their calibration is
Substantially Constant sit rl vwlpcltl«.
The minimum Reynotds Number ter the total pressure
wlsssunmwmf is about 30 when the thaactMalic i"In
M the diameter of the limped hole. below this value the
bldluled Impact pnwlaure becorrhee higher Ian the
stream Impact praawn due to viscosity e f fects This swot
Is only noticeable M ale under standard atmosphalC Con-
dltlons for wloclthn under 12 M/ssc with bmpect holes
0.010' dis"a Of iba.
TURBULENCE RANORI
htol-Btstlt tubes atppeer to be Insensitive to isotropic
turbulMWe which Is the moat Common type U nder some
conditions of nigh Intensity, large scale tur ou hso oe which
mate the angle of attack at a probe nary over a wide range,
Ihe prow would presurn Wy haw sit error oprreeponding
to the evaape yaw or perch sngl* asued by the
1lwbule tco.
TIME CONBTANT
The speed of reading depends an the length and diahSter
of the pressure passages Inside the probe. Ihe size of the
prawn tulles to the manomefer. land the dlsp!scernertt
volume of the mlandMle r The Ilnhe constant It very short
IV any of the Standard tubes down to 110' dlamwler. H In-
one rel0ldly for Smaller dlanmen, howavof For this
1esla0n 1110" O 0 Is the of ieliesl rocomrriends0 alp for
ordinary sea - Ihaa will flaLla 15 10 W MMndo to reach
quNlDnunt pressure with Ordinary rhawmeter hook-ups.
These tubes have been media Y pma11 M 1132•' O.D., but
park time oonstenl Is we long M 15 minutes Slid they
tlhOkv up very sully with fine din In ere air streern H very
Mill lubas are rapuired, If is preferable to ups
OW and static tubes rather then the combined 164at Static
"" Where rah forcing atoms am Specified On Small
atlwa, the Innr tubes am onlrpla0 r Me sell pint to
*inure mlmlmia m time oallatant
blMaMrion wriormation
Rwbw ere Installed  In the fluid Stream with the Ihpert
title facing upstream. Ihe Mad pwrtat to the flow dlrec-
Von and the Man popandicrllar. Types PA and M ( F ig el
am well sur"W so islowntine an Bhlwwrlad ducts where
Wait probe is to be Inserted from Ihe ovissde Types PC and
ro (Fig 01 an doeftned with removable preealwe takaoHe
IV W*Wiolon hath within fin duct, in 000-wsiw dude
where It Is not pracl" to mace es Insignion bfs of d Wrh-
am so" 10 the WW14 or the roe tip Figure I afnowa
onhov 60" and dlrmatwI 1st 1MW Winn.
IN,
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OF POOR QUALITY
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Low RANGE
PNESSURE TRANSDUCER
Dtn«ent let
 vtesaurae D .
 t0 01 paid to 0. 100 paid
(Refererge pf un dry icon-corro•Ive pawn)
Absolute Preasurss 0 - 1 pals 0 - S Pere
A.—~n vd By
Features
• Inatanl Arrr~uD
	 ^.^
• High output S wolfs
or t2 S votes 	 tQ^r0 03% tiapestabriny
• 0 lb Hysts'es's	 i	 r
• 0 I r► Non-Nrranry	 , ^!:. e
• 00 1 ti^ F T trrma l ettam	 illk
• 0 0?% Output horse
• Feat respon" was than 1 millisecond`.
• Withstand high ovapresaufe
• Many options Including remote control
Description
The Moda l 27g ,s a complete pressure transduce , system
b , accu rate nMUuremen t of tow pressures The unique
6etrs e t ect , omc circuitry is Ibrhbrned with a rugged
capecilanCrtype "rso , In MIS tra nsduce r The high
Output usually requPr n no Mttw wino conditioning
The pressure media may be compatib le llQuid a gas
The re fMncs pressure mil must be clean dry err or
non{noOensao4 gas (The re-enence cha m be , 10,
absolute pressure units n weld-"Sled al high vacuum)
The high tare. output signal excellent elabdrty
combined with tall 0 nsm,c response make this
tra nsduce r weir suited for many Inousirial laboratory,
and aerospace applications recluurng the highest
accuracy Thrs unit differs from Modal 2319E in ma t the
MAoOSi 239 n care f ully compensated to minimize both
faro and "rsrtivily shlhs due In er vtronhrntal
bmperSlun varrigns
Full Scale Ranges
0 to act	 6101001
0 01
•- us. Dat..,rw ►rinse ^ _	 ^
,^	 V rwOlrsdbrW	 ^,^. _ _ ..
o. ti r • 0 b 1 ti _ y' ,.11irc `, .ti ._ 0 b 1p .j : o .
'•9110=	 t ,.•b!;
f ` Hyr Disi rrnnr P.9siaee (ptq	 ;. i
Ahern.	 -
e ea t
psw,wwrr P.eae,.e Press... rrwaw,ral ,ar.w a .
marmr.es Pnew,e tbbnee ic w4pour+ Per so w• r.M
(wabwir) or Pro
AbW/p Ih•es," Pre••rA -Ad"~ M isr 10 b high
wtrtxw•w left" to as Psurssa Ps, sore trIch (aAdua.)
e, rive
Applications
• Fa highest accu,sty obtaining very nigh hnsarny
love)' hysteresis feet dynamic resespo nse very small
temperature effects Insens"ri,tty to motion and
vtbralron and high stability
• For Ngh accu r acy applications where low power
consumption. Infant warm-up. and snail site are
needed
• For accurate low absolute pressure (vruum-welded
refe rence chambe r ) and f or low di ► .• ; ilia' prest-re
meeeu rame MS when the retwence p, aiesu re a clean
dry air or gas
• standard units Ic" moat w'icatlons connect directly
Into most k ID convenors Gan be attenuated to match
low leve l Ind-cators acsnners and loggers
• Many options lasted on back page for Special
Ina iru rhattal.or, needs Incuding remote control
• Replacing low outpul attain gage type I r o nsduc r"
and aesociated signal condtlronrng getting higher
accuracy at much lower cost
Construction
641-2 s pefentedt vnaMa capecftanpe awrson approsCh
Ii uh.mate in design a,mplrUty A atarn rees steel
diaphragm end an Insulated ~rode form a variable
GiescltarCe N ter plessufil kncnews the Cape Crtance
changes This capacitance is datKted and convened to n
area, d c elect nc Mgnal by ,,sire a unique shclfoniz
circuit
Lew Preesun and A• catb Pressure
Low range pneau rs "iron her• a thin nretehed
Stainless 81601 diaphragm posrtlo. 	 close to the
ahctrode Positive prsaaurs new t+r diaphragm toward
Ifr electrode Increasing the capacitance High positive
Ovstpnssun pushes ter diaphfagm " Intl the aiecirode
ttrrtby prov{ding high p— — o yefprwaun prctectq^
Now" Pressure
Higher pre"ure range envisions tee w Irulated
@06c rode hazard to the o1rAW ni Hr draphragm.
Odin, ng a unable fYOSCttanoa As Ow pn•asure
Increases the GaQY.'lnoa wait dacnsaee
M new UMJPI Setr
a5acw115AS Nag perk • -tat, aatassNewMf a O= I Ta imphors• (pn Sts Moo
NC
)F FG:.
'D
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Model 239 Specifications
0to002 02 1 5 to 20 100peld
010 _001 0 1 05 25 5 10 50f»Id
0 to 1 S psis
Oates or tlQ was compatible with stanlost .1.41 hard anodized 6011
Numinu rn Buna N 0 ring (StamN4a stool In plop of aluminum
on special order)
Clea n d ry air w tithe, pas (Nor- cofrplve nw•oondenaabtel
Vacuum tested n o re ference pressure needed1/6
	
27 NPT 1n'ernal
Nominal 24 VDC 6 mdllamDSres (0 25 .ahsit ??to 30 VVIC
Ravereea excitatio n p 'olecled Internal r egulation minimures oftecl
of excosl,on vanatlon wth v_O 021 FS nutpuf change Will operate
on 26 VDC aircraft powe r Per Ir41L•ST p - 1 04A and not be damaged
by emergency powe r conditions
Inte r nally sd(tf at a" to (imv Fmctory met wrthol 1pmr
.10 ohms
.-0 1% full range output (beet straight kne ma(hod)
Operable C' F to 175' F
< . I%FR 1100'F1a11 lot 	 and !00 1 paid)
< • 11FR lo0 • F(cj,21• for 002 and -001 paid)
1 n 10 1 cu In
2000 HZ nommslQ00 mlCrbvolls RMS (In ba nd 0 Hf to 100( H?)
0.11 total .:0 21 res lp us l shin after 5 minutes
2 foot muthconducto f cable
6 ounces
Pressure Rang of Trwdluoer Operable Line Pro~*
0 01 and D-0 02 ptld	 Near Arr1b grit
t0 1 0-0 2 ps,d and hlghef 	 Vacuum 10 250 ps g
Prwwre Ranges
U mal lecl -ono d;hprenp aI
Bldlrectlonsl d f4,onl.at
Absolute Dresaure
Positive pressure medls
Reference pressure media
Dlllwenll.' pressure
Abeolu le pressure
Pressure fittings
Excitation Power
Ze r o pressu re ou1Dul
Output impedance
Non-11r1farlty
Tbe,ma l oflecl5
Zerc shlh (30'F to 150'F)
SenVtivlty shin IJC' F
 to 150'FI
Volume Increase due to F R pressure
Natura l bequency
Output nolse
Wa rm-up sh at (typical)
Electrical Connection
ft 
Maximum Worting Pressure
Proof Pressure AcOMeratlon Response Hy7ler eslt Full Range Output
	
P'fapr .reey..Aan.WW—	 •g^ arc 0141".11
3•Pry Rana-	 pail	 %"N—	 1%apevw. axrra	 VII	 vwr DC
LOb ^C' 0 1 034 5 Spna	 aD.ra'	 Mrrr'	 <-ODb7	 ^I\'	 Ob vS01009 07 1 s	 0.'0	 ap.rPr	 a,rP r	 X000;	 ^1 \•	 eb1
OI0 r10 SC 0b0	 fill,	 hr,	 X00	
101\
	 0b 15
010 IC IOC p.a	 f.IP	 f.fP	 ^Q	 .0 	 Oo5
Atli Jr• •'rw _
010' Sp••	 ap.r,	 m0002	 .01\	 Ob5
Maw 1 1 1 P'.a r 0,— ,. it a rnu "V^ W__ VW ...v b wall	 pwrarnwl0. M.or1a
ael I^5\ r 5 rood .n
calGIt  -O ' 0-0 2 a..a ..1.0"7'1•' rene- ue b 1 0tD. rP woor Pa."— err,• 0r P— drew
(0) ^­_a No wa !to .0 2 O.0 .r ya r.arix r wvm 310. ^ricer "'• Pfe.u•. e..nve watu+0f wM.d. i Po'w we.•
k nor. •I'0'•n r1w'
an
 Iv010 O 	 rip. C 1c IO a.E O l0 :! pia
I.Ma.a nub t^ rw xwM1 go-soft /rb se. d 1RS1 or.wa a /mow .,I.wilf a4/rail Il\
Out!lne DrawingElectronic Circuit Information
Fou r -14'mina l equivalent circu it ei the r nTlrve exbtetion 0.
regal Iva output shou l d be con rlec led tic ca. Unit callb rsted at the
fetlory with nega tive excoriation Con OCl ed to case
Options
• Remae cshpratron alrlal sod try prprlr kdl flash a arAualaDa
Ravrola two Pas." adlutlmenl
ltwr.ae s/lalla rfy so"lrfwnt
• t2. VDC or !15 VDC ruw-d rvivo loed en aer.on (Aabws gra 4
rerwrvlteE oulpat)
• 1S VDC 12 vDC 10 VDC e. chat ion Ibwer oulau rf v(rnape;
• No-alan0wI outme a.vw Irma. Ialum 01 1D'v I
• f;wflperralea tenpratun ra..pe ^6 ' ► w •?yese s (1 yp.cel lwnperM•
sera. 2. n andara.
• kw~ ea tery ssia9n (Giese 1. Dw I Oruup. C and Dl
Ordering Information
Or owes ll . woo 219 pressure transducer
SDec l h pressurerange nplmg OlHe fe^he l P I VUure a abso,
kilo pn saau'a desired saac5rru l output and o lawrea options
s[.E-•I[ar." -4 PWI b wafwa ar"ohmw nor W-V
.-	 - mar—..^
1 L --	 ^ u '
rrgpbrrr • 
M I'
Aa db-m^.oftw n M •Crew
, eCtra
06 Pon" Pork Aolon kaeee.ca\sen. Of= ( Tea.pnona 0517) M 14Md^^
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APPENDIX 3
OPERATING PROCEDURES
1. START UP A SHUT DOWN
START-UP AND SHUT-DOWN INSTRUCTIONS
for the
REVERSE FLOW COMBUSTOR
Revised July, 1982
START-UP
1.	 Verity the operation of the hang!ng electrical outlets.
2	 Plug power supply. Ignition aysteri, and temperature Indicator
into the outlets.
3	 Move blower main electrical switch to the 'on' position.
4.	 Check to see that the 'primary cooling air' valve Is closed
5	 Open	 'dilution Jet air' valve	 to	 1	 cm	 ditterential	 to	 prevent	 the
flow of hot air into the blower.
6.	 Check to	 see that the main	 and	 small	 natural	 gas	 valves	 are
closed.
7. Set automatic gas shut-off system to 'oti' position.
6	 Set 3-wa tt natural gas valve to 'upstream to main valve' posi-
tion ( pointer to fhb lets) .
J
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9	 Set temperature Indicator to monitor central probe of the rake
10	 Supply power to the pressure transducers for delta pressure ac-
quisition
11	 Start blower by depressing the 'on' button located on the re-
mote control unit
12. Supply combustion air at 0.018 kg/sec (40 mm H20).
13	 Check to see that the exhaust system Is open and the ejectors
are operational.
14	 Set the automatic gas shut-off system to the 'manual' mode of
nnQration.
15 Open the small natural gas valve (allow;ng flow to the central
burner only) and supply gas to the Ignitor at 20 CFH (as indl-
caied on the small flow meter) .
16	 gctlyrta the Ignition system by depressing the right switch and
then the left switch
17.
	 listen for the sound of Igniting natural gas: verity the Ignition
by monitoring the central probe temperature.
18	 Increase the flow rate through the small natural gas valve to 25
CFH.
19	 Open large natural gas valve. supplying gas to all burners at
0. 001 kg/sec ( 18 mm H 2 0) .
20	 Owen for the sound of Ignition at the remaining burners
21	 Immediately supply primary cooling air at a ro te of at leas'
0. 065 kg /aec (55 mm H 2 0) .
a.)
.t
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22. Switch the 3-way natural gas valve to the 'gas manifold' posi-
tion ( pointer to the right) .
23. Close small natural gas valve.
24. Take out Ignition system plug from the hanging electrical outset
25. The combustor Is now In the 'ooerational' mode. Keep flow
rates within the 'Operatlonal Zone' while adjusting them to pro-
duce different iz:mperatures
Do not exceed er.haust temperature of 129-F (700 • C) .
Do not exceed bond wall iomperatures of 932 0 F (5000C).
Do not force the scanninf_ mechanism. If It becomes In-,mov-
able due to thermal warpage. allow it to cool. thr,oeby relieving
the stress
Do not aver-tlghlen dilution het plugs.
	
Close only slightly more
than hand tight.
26	 Set autornatic gas shut-otf system to the 'automatic' position
V	 SHUT-DOWN
1. Close natural Gas main valve.
2. Allow blower to continue running until the wall temperature has
dropped to 140 O F (80•C).
3. Shut down the blower by depressing the 'oft' button on the rv-
mote control unit.	 Close all air valves.
4. Move automatic gas shvt-off aystem to 'off' position.
5. Move blower main electrical switch of 'off' position.
I
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B. OPERATING PROCEDURE
If using a muitiDle probe, call program sectry 2. bas
Before beginning If pressure transducers are to be used. call
t rantes bas. Upon running It will ask for a channel number.
Channel numbers zero through four correspond to transducers one
through five.
	
The act of typing a channel number and returning
causes 25 pressure measurements to be taken. and the average to
be calculated.	 The last number In the column Is the average
Write it down and save it for each transducer.
Load your choice of program for multiple or single probes. 	 It
will first ask what the zero values for the transducers are. 	 It will
then ask for a Jet raw location. Number one Is the location furthest
Into the turn. number two is the second run in the turn. number
three Is prior to the turn out9r wall. and number four is prior to the
turn inner wall.
The next question asked is how many operating dilution Jets
exist. Answer with the appropriate number. Following this, answer
how many non-working jets exist between each set of two operating
Jets.	 The next question asks which azimuthal Increment Is desired.
Answer with 1 for 10 degr .,es. .	 20 degrees, etc.	 The fo!low-
Ing two questions ask you to namd an Introductory file name and a
data file name	 Do so.
Following that. manome'.ers must be read for the various flow
rates.	 The program will then ask you to enter values and pres-
sures.	 The units are usually mm water differential and are men-
tioned In each question.	 Required entries are	 combustor pres-
e1;.
J
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sure, combustor air flow rate, natural gas flow rate, dilution let flow
rate, and barometric pressure.
Following pressure Input, one mist key in cooling )et tem-
perature, cross flow temperature, and six wall temperatures
(numbers five through ten) In degrees F.
i ne computer will give you back all of the Input parameters In
Si units. and ask you for your first temperature. Locate the probe
where It asks (should be radial position 95, and zero azimuthal de-
grees) , press button 11 on the Doric trendicator and press F5 on
t
the keyboard.
	
On the Joric. keying F5 on the computer after
each.	 After 15, the pressures are all automatically acquisitioned.
their values printed along with the calculated local velocities.
	
The
computer will ;hen tell you where to locate the probe. 	 Do so.
	
Re-
peat the above procedure.
To plot out data radially, choose laspimpt, bas for temperature
and Irspimpv. bas for velocity. The pron ► am will ask for Introductory
and data file names. Supply them and the plot will be made.
C. Thermocouple Locations
THERMOCOUPLES
1. Right Burner
2 Middle Burner
3. Lett Burner
4. Straight Inner Wall
140
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5. Inner Wall at Middle Bend
6, Outer Wail At Exit
7. Outer Wall at Middle Bend
8. Straight Outer Wall
9. Side Wall at Middle Bond
10. Side Wall at Exit
11. Rake
12. Rake
13. Rake
14. Rake
15. Rake
16. Jet Injection	 Port
17. Exhaust Port
IB. Singie Probe
ai
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APPENDIX 4
COMBUSTOR SOFTWARE
t	 .
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ORIMAL PAGE tra'
OF POOR QUALITY
1. SECTRY2.BAS--Data Acquisition
IV DIM
C'l^ ZE° 5
6 11001	 :er0(01"i ZERut(`
INFJT ":act) "t ZERCII)
fr •.' IrifL7	 :s'.o,.r•'t ZEFC:t_.
I fs 1NC T	 :e'c 1 4) "t 2ERL.4;
lam: DlM 1(4, C, lE
1'. C1 r Fi4,S,16.
14'.' Llr. \ t4,i.I6
I5•: T.-,I. .' n l tj.- • ;Ttl.1.CU a lU'::Tt^,1. U)- IVU:TI^,I,U' • liV:1l4.I.C')-1 i0
151 T l 1.9, •}) . lit;
16.' F..,I C' n 1:.4	 F11.7.0!•1Z'<4 t:Ft^.1.!'1.IZ74.5:FI^.1.,:0 3	 4.S :F 14.1.C' •1:
4.:
17o '.t(•.1.':'r n 11.f1:':t1.1,)! n :1.1I:1'..,1,C')•II I I : V	 1.0)-II II:V%4.1,V' n 11.11
36. a • t•
4`	 I	 "14 ap.)icatlit. r' at is tr.& let row locationll to 4)°1JL
45S Ir: = UI	 r. ,•c6. of opsra_ir•g diIut1or Iota": ND:
4e. I,.1.' 'NumL& 04 ^&-a [stater, o:FratIrig j ets l,,se -1 for sing) *
 f at ar.: no
t tI.-
t 7.. IF JL •
	 1 7-4E . SF i •	 ELSE 1F JL n : TNE14 SF.I •	 OS ELSE
:r JL
	 : TNE% Sr1 -	 ELSE 3F JL	 4 THEu SI•_1 • .,4-
1,5 FILM Fc.. on* starts at r.ig",ast out& . wall locaticr. with rows tr: and tn•&&
prog r asaI.&l. 6t los r
 posit10na on the cutslda W&:l. Ro.. 4ou' !nc)ucr,
di : ut. c . j&t r r, t'.& inns. w6. 1 .
^^	 1. r 	•.► .t' a:. n,. tr..	 .nL'''
	 , oo v4•• ..i s).	 I	 _1--. ,7.
	
C°i a:
	
:LLCG,. Ir.CFE1,E 1 .'	 GLiJ 46
•tE: t- :i.	 "Rr:-ll that 1 + I. d.,i.. 1.! - 11; ab,r , &t_.
45 FE A&.&.I tr.a: :& c o&g r k&a a:;R. t'.al position re4& r s to p-ou& rrF)ti Jr.
	
4..): I in co r r—sLJ r .	 A.s[. r acial peal tlo r 45 r& 4 & • a t:, p r r+:.& p. IF: l iu'
at itr 4u1:. a t&nde.1 positior, at tr.e Outer rii).
4= lteul "W f ,at 41l& n&r•& a'.0 numt.or for int r o. 1r4ormation"t Flo
4:: INFJI '• l:r.&t 411& n. n.: and nu•b&r for data"i FLs
<t 7 OFEr. F14 FOF OL I TFUT AS , e1
r9e CIFEN FUs F0F OJTFU' AS e_
5V: INr;T 'Con.Duator Fressu r & )gage) n m•• of rater-FF't FA
Ir1F„T "Comausticr. Air Flow Fate in mr• rate- d144arential -mer"i MCF
IN9 0I "Cooling Air Flo. Rate it. 1an. rater di4fer&ntial-M1 F": M1 
54r •
 1 r JT `Natural Gas Flow Rate in mn rater di 44arenti al -MGR.'I MGr
_5 IF NJ ' -1 THEN INFUT "Multiple dilution het 410.. rate in on, rat &r d:441&'tr
tial-ms]r' • t MSJF
Sr:' IF NJ - - 1 THEN IN F-LIT "Single Jet Flow Fate in S.C.F.M.-a-Ir"I MS:F
57 .  INFUI "S&r pmetrlc Fressur• in inches of Ng -icF'i EFF
INF UT "Cooling Jet T&mparatur& in degrees Far &nr.sit -TJR"t
 
TJF
574 INFLT "Cross flow Temperature in deg r ees F&r&nheit-TF°t IF
55: INFUI "Wall Temperature in degrees Farenhelt-TS"t TSR
'9C' INFLU- "Wall Temperature in degrees Farenheit-T6"1 76F
60': IWU' "W&1: Teft.;^ erature, in depress Farenheit-T7 •• t T'F.
al-' I  LT "W.11 Temperature In degrees Farenheit-T6"1 10;
6:G INFUI "WaII Temperature in deg rees Fsrenn&il-TS"i 79R
1N' UT "Wail Tamps- atura.
 In degrees Faranr.eit-TIO°1 Tll'F
FFINT "PARAMETER VALUES GIVEN 'GLOW IN DESIRED u14I7S ARE DESIG - - E_ E. M:j1:-
IFIEL VAFIAPLE NAMES AS FOLLOWS. FR 6E _OMES F. IF BECDrL _ 1, ETC..'
M;, - .UL'S • (SOA(MCR. ): FR1r:T "ac - •' MC
	 Ig,sec.'
Ml - .0094. 1SO& tMl A) ): PAINT "ml .	 M1	 Lp!seC"
Mu - .0007 @ (SC9 1MGF)): PRINT "mg •	 MG	 Lg se:"
.^_ IF NJ .. -1 THEN MSJ
	 FF.IHT "ma i + ' P.B. "14 a
Mel
4'
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777 IF NJ • -1 THEN MSJ • MSJR n 5. 23007f -04: FRINT " Ma j .	 MSJ " LgISOC"
:1 RE r i L  has 71( • tv 77, ara urll3ee meter Calibratlor, e0uatlons. 	 That*. ar,d
Ct Pa'' aauations In tt"S eeCtl or, convel t to dea4,ed unite.
'4 M + r., • M)	 MC: FR1NT .. ^ n " M ..wQ/sec"
75; l 6F + :: - :•SFR: FAINT "bp n 	 SF " pasCals"
70- F	 69 • 9.76699aF-R: PRINT "p • " F " peacals"
-•e: T .Z7:-.IS • (S:i)aITR - 3:): PRINT "t n 	 T	 degrees lel.ln"
76' TJ + :':.15 • (S;9) a(TJR - 32): PRINT "tJ n 	 TJ	 dagraas 1.elvtn"
7	 TS + _-:. 15 • (5. 9) n (75R - :): FR 1147 "t5 +	 75	 degrees 1.e1:1r,"
,rs:; . To • -- .IS - (5 9)aITbF - 3:): PRINT "t6 • 	 T6	 degrees 1e1 .)n
7%. 1- .	 - .15 • (5.9, • (T7R - 3:): F'R11:T "t7 •	 T7	 deg -ees FN..n'
6.. TE	 :7:,1S • (5'94 n iTOR - 3:): PRINT "t6 •	 TS " dagraaf. Vol.ir."
61-i T4 n : :,15 - 15.'9).(T9R - 3:): PRINT "t9 n 	 T9	 duress lalv(r."
6: ILL-- ::7 :. 15 • (514ra ( 710F - =:): FEINT "t10 n 	T10 " degrees F.ai.ln"
E:'? RG	 F; l :e - T): FAIN', "ro n 	 RC " /p/Cuble mater"
64 ROJ+ F,(2E - •TJ,: FEINT "ro J • " ROJ " kg/Cubic motor"
6S. t' n M (RC • .0:S9" F'RINT "v n " V	 meta,/sac"
E" VJ • Ma'. (RW•:.9'4E-05): FEINT "vJ n " VJ " motor . sac "
B-1 FFII.' "Tna numt y- o4 het% used Ior lnjectlor, as "NOJ
6u. G P. + RCJi c C: FAIN' "Dansuty ratio n "(
6E l^  FF;„1” USING "1.04	 DF
6c - J + (FG:•.J•'.J`- IFG • ': • .i: PRINT "Mo%*ntua, rat46 n ".
Bi- FFI '.T USING '00.4v	 J
E^ S: + SFIa;NJ•1): FF1N1 "Sr,&Linp - atlo • "F
E--5 FEIN T USING "44.04 4 E-P
FFI):T " Acl4,.tr,.1 lnCran ,a-L, AI	 „ N1
;5. FFIN 1 `Int-o lr,40 a,atlor . ♦ ile is named	 FIe
FF if - "D:t6 +l la is named " FE-6
;: 11.-
	
	 ' CHCG CALCUL.:'Ei, VALUE$. IF ACJUSTME(.TS ARE REQUIRED. M.;) E THEM
GI'.INU TIM[ FGF. CHANGES TO TAI.E FLACE. WERE ADJUSTMENTS NECDEL-0 ..1
:F F..f n 	 1e;" T«E^. 5.,
(.'I-:lC •:.%.:.Fie.FL•s.JI.NJ.Fn,TR.MCR,MFF,MGR.TJR,MSJR,6FR.TSR,16F,,T7R,TeF,
A.:	 F - .
1'.	 .	 Fr;
1.1 FF.;f.' po:-t
	 rad	 ar,rrla	 til	 tl_	 tl.	 t14
ti`_
l,.o	 FF.71.1	 pl l	 p1:	 pl_	 p14
pit
v11	 v1:	 vl:	 V14
.IS
IC-6. FAINT
I:.r,, FAINT
11 jL FOP A: + G IC, 6 STEP Al
1]Sv FEM roc&!. that 9 re4ors to radlal position 9S, S to 55, etc.
Ia .'	 FOt R.. • 9 TO 1 STE P (-I)
G05L E 6,C C'
1 4 {, NE x' R:.
350. NE X T A:
I	 FOR 42 • A: TO 10 STE F AI
:1' , . , 	FOR RA n 9 TO 2 STEF 1-1)
1'1 54	 GOSJE 60G'7
NE+T Ri.
2:'J! NC1T AZ
:1.i • FOF A: + A: TO 1_ 51EF Al
:151	FOP R.:, • 9 "D Z STEF (-J)
GOSUb b!•:(
:4 .• L'	 NEXT RA
NEAT A:
5) FOP A2 n A2 TO 14 STEF Al
:10.	 FOF R« . 9 TO 4 STEP (-1)
:6 'C•	 GOSU6 60,)v
: 9 JL'	 NEXT RA
4
--a
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FCi. A:	 R: TC 16 STEF :.I
iLF R:. n 9 %	 STEF l-1 i
:4	 G='.;:+ a .v:
:le.	 NE i' A 1
:1E. NEx1
e:'.	 R..L n tR:. • .5••10
et	 Fht . F14 7 	1
FF:1:1 US IN-, "s9r.	 `i Fl.1i
FR:r.. USIr+v
FR:r,1 USlr.:a 'es p .	 ":ANGi
c:	 GOS ..E 7C 1J
h  REr .it this locatlG on* must ir,clude the commanc to ha+e the COrputa'"
r e • i n^ the ope • n to , whist ren.pe , &tura pro" is being cohv&-tec.
cilL FE- h1-e is wr .er4. ro,tint for Qatrnr r i r.r. inci.ioual temperatu r & data will
t::L RC" hr-a is who-a the alQCrithe 4or calculating velocit y will go
el" FO i vE_ • 0 TC, 4 STC° 1
e, 	 • t	 .9:6•;AE£tFh'EL.R:.,A:1.!?/tF.'(:6'•T1\'EL.RA.A:^l)r
c: NE 0 VC 
it
	
Fi Ir.' uc1'1:, "Mrs.	 •'i Fr:1;
e: : FP 1 1 	 US:r1G ­ $x .	 "t R:..;
e:G` VA; J_ UElau
e-	 FR:;	 UL 1'C
A_.6." r
c:..	 Fr- :I. - U:1r::	 •.9rsr	 °i F tv,Ra. -
r,:	 Fr	 uS..,_	 e.r4..•	 t F t.,l. ,(.: .F t:. R:., :i.F (:. Ri., A-- 	(4. RA. A-
t,,: : .
	
Ff.:,." L'S. w. "	 09.104.	 "t \'(i•, R:.. :.: r:
tL	 FF:.	 u:lr4:,	 001.00
cc	 fFl .'.
Ra. A:
	
-. R,,, A.
1	 ^..	 .0	 ,R.•.	 (:.F.-46: .F 4. Al..
	
. ... R...	 ..A..	 'tom. R... ...... ... R:.. .•: .\ • t4, S... A:
e__	 RE I t I.
... RE : 	 starts here.
7 _ RE' s.L•:,_t:ns t6 pprcra t&.?,pve&ture acrlais;tior. •rDrt, ca«.nnqk,
-  wL'DRE c.	 : 6 S
7.4 UU T
 J.ODi.ESL •4, 1' 1
RL r t:n1 :1 Qi.os a pair. of 6 with y alua of 1 :i
7. •0-. 01 OUT ADDRES5 •5.
i.7. REM Line 4J designates channe: 	 (temperature)
706) FUR 1	 <• TC) 4 STEP 1
7!a: FRII:' "t" 1.11 .._
^.'rC: KEr
1 , .ry LTOf
?11v FOR n:	 1 TO 2S STEP 1
71:•. OUT ADDRESS •6, C,
71:^. , REM Line 60 sta r ts the conversion process
7140, R n INF ( ADDRESS •4)
715 •:' REM Line tc •&signs status bvte value to r. bola.. if • b4o conversior, i
encountered, it will attempt to convert again.
716. IF R	 1:6 THEra 716
717C F. n F. ANE 19:
7; 6: IF A n 1=8 THEN 7:1C ELSE 719(,
'1S: r F'F INT "W.: CON'VERS10rl": STOP
7:) GOTC 709-:
.: 1 , .• REM Read data 4 r om bond in lino 714 ,) and 715..
LOW n INF;ADDRESS • 5)
HIGH n INF'(ADDRESa • at
Tai- kEn below, we are converting to decimal number.
VALUET n 256•HI6H • LO6
7.c. IF "ALUET	 3:767 THEN vALUE T n VALUET
_	 VOLTAGET n V iLLJET:':v4. El
O
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T & BL Ml r • VOLTAGE To 1 10 ) ,p
t n r • TiS1)1MI1
IJE 1 nl
'-	 FEEF
7:1FVI1J7 "t"1 . 11 "." X/(Ml-:)
7:IS RE P Lan• 7."S net • conversion in it Icr FJnen. to Y^lvin.
7:_`
 1r1.R..,A:1 •	 X/lM1 - 11
:,.• FO ►
 Mi. - I TO 25 STE' 1
"4-.. FS: - FSD • rITFiL(M:A) - Tl1.RA,A:11 _1i,^S - 11 	 I
7::: NE+ • MIA
7_r. i'3 1, - F'SE .5
':7. •
 FR11.7 "Cn•nnel "11 . 1 "std. de.. is	 SD 111
7:'Y•, TII.RJ.,F,z	 . t51-; •llX ml • 11 • 455,6411
7:i'. )	 .
7:St' FSLv
,4^•, rJEr • 1	 1
FE j
E : RErl S..Lro,tin• tc po'-4o r 1r A E con„rsior, o f channels 0 to - ougn 4 in the
prope' seq.ler,;a.	 7n4r board must be in tna 1 r 0 mappad mod•.	 Tnssa
cor .Ir sa bna era 40r preasura.
S.
	
ALLREEZl6 ,c
6.7 	 O •J7 ;1' :- , E L: • 4. 1:.
67 1- RE:; La n•	 .,6." calls ^r1n-4 since input as u to S volts ( ma	 C a a'
6 .. FOR Cs^	 TO 4 STE c 1
6 S O_T J.:: RE S: • 5. CH
6.6:, RLr Lira C)5. d•taar ates ct.annsl nu•,bo•
r. 6?. Fof F, • 1 TC _^ S1 E ; 1
6	 C." J::,Lc EK.	 c. !
6 It RE' Line 6 '. ato is cor­orsior, prococure.
i F. E • 114 ,ACDRES_ - i ,
.- •ate F, r. L: n• E! •e. aa.igr.s .ron boi .. tra concatlor. c J a'	 f. b. to coy LMT n; n;
cor . yrtl o' 	 br c.., aJ a' u-,.C6apt:Sl n c0 • or sic. • ...-_urs. t1.,r, tnc-
ra	 l	 l.e - HEr 6 -
E:'	 :' - L - 1:E THE' B.-	 E-SE F:_
B:=S G: 'L 6.e
61:. RE	 R6a^ cat. 4, o. , ooard belo.. ar. lines B:<j •r,d B:G'	 t
6:4: LC.. . 1N) (F.OL'RES^
615•:' 0416H - Ifif ,;ZDRE55 • 6)
616: • REn bolo.+, wa co r­ert to doci•.al valuct.
6371 VALUEF - 2Sa•H1Gr 4 • LO,J
816': IF V:..UEi : ::7!•- THEN VALUEF - VALUEF - 655:^
B:S. vOLT;. EF • v14LUEFi_04.6
EIS: REM Calibratio •. is 0.1 pal per .2 .5 volts of output.
61 : CALIF F.-TIO1. n .I.' 5
B:J: , FIGHAA.J.:' • VOLTAGEF •C%.LIBRATION.4 - ZERLlCH, 	 i
B:.	 v	 v	 F (CA. RA. _.
B:"4 NEn - FI
B_oc FICM,R:.,a::
	
r /lF7 - I1
8.64 r • 6
6.1 .; WIT CH
e::- RETuRr,
C
PMq
.A
	
4.
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2. INF0UTMAS-4isplays data in tables.
IC FP* this progran. is for accessing data 411es and printing out need&] 1n4.71-
ma t
 10"'J'4FJ1 "W-.at is tho Ilia name and mister for Intro. 1n 4oroa1.or.°1 FIs
1 .°	 "Wr.st is t r -s 4ile r,art,a and numbe r Ior data'I FDs
i? OFEu F:t FOR INFJT AS •1
OFEr, FLt FLF lN r J' AS w.
6 1 FRIr,t °:.LL IucpFM^- 10r. NDl ACLIREL E • THE COMFJTER INCLULIN3 THE INTRC-
DUCTOR,D4T:. I5 AE FOLLO.:S.: "
7 •i 1N F JT el. Al. F I,. F LS, JL. NJ, Fk.TR.MCR,r4 R,MGF, TJK, MSJR, URA, T5K, T6K, T7A, T6=.
TSF.TICK+.MC,Mr,MG, r., F,I,TJ,TS.Ta.T7.T6.T9,Tl^,RG,RLJ.v,n;J,vJ.DA,J,SF.
[Ir . N:J
1!, . E: r	7(4.5.16-
l1. L: P FIA.S.16
1	 Clr
are S':ir
-E- C - I-
:5. Fi%11:1 "T n. n•.e• ,pr the Intro. In4c r oaticr, 411• as "FIS
FA.NI ^Tt.a na^a 04 tr,• data file is "FDs
FAI1.1 ^1t.a cncse • . a: amuth4.) Increme nt is	 Al
Z56 PF I r .I "T r,s ro.. in w'^ic r- obe ,'atic,nal dilutlor bets &GPea r is	 JL
FA]W "Trs numb , oI oilutio ,• j ets In operatio n, is **NU:
: rr6 FRIW "T r,a nun.bar G4 gets Oatwaa.. ope"atior, dllutior, l ets is " NJ
-	 FAIW. 'Tr,a ccot,atu, pap• p r ersur a in mn of water Is	 P'F
FI,IIY "Trs %er. ,busto • cross-flow. temperature is " TA
Fr 1w °Cc.,,t_stIa,- a1. 41ow r ats, In an• p4 water dl4fer ential is " MCF
FFIW "Lwc,: 1r,p rl r 41r. rats in on c4 water d144erar.ti&l is	 MI F
FR11:1 "Natur.; g.% 410. rat* in mn o4 water di44erantra: 16 	 Mur
FA:N: Cculing l et Ler.ya r lL yr k In dag r esa Farenhe,t is " TJA7b	 FF11 . 'S, .;:- j o. 41 c.. , .to I. S. L.r.M. Ia " MSJA
FF:	 "E. ca..t • I[ p'.F:.r II • In:nrL Of M; IL " E.FF
Fr ..	 a ..L,I I t.	 _ *. .71 .r c., •rL Fa ,• a ,:.&it Is	 TSr
'c FFj,:1 °W.:I Lana* ..Ors Ta r in dsyeas ro'en r,ait is	 IOF
4	 FF; N- '-r..II ta.r,pe *1 ,., - & 77A in deyeaL Farev,iIt it	 T'A
41	 FAI'J1 °1,,.,:: to*•: rr•t,. r . TE r1 Ir, dag r ass Fsrennalt is	 T6L
4-	 Fn:L'	 ) ts .•,pe • .t.•, k T C A in deg , eea rrranhait is	 TCF
4.	 FFIr.-	 W " 71 tart,;.&, at,..., TI •-. •F in degr ees Faranneit is	 I I I A
4G: FF.jI " ..............
so!.• ei FAIN, 	... *#.*
46. F'AInT " THE FOLLOWING v4.LUES AVE CALCU,ATEL FROM GIVENS AND IWOAMATIOt: SHLWI
AEO:E."
45. FRIUT "COM@.'S-ION AIF FLOW KATE: 	 oc n "MC" 4GIsec'
.: FAIN1 "CLJ.ING AIR FLOW K4TE:	 wI n •'MI •' Fgraec'
Liv FRIIJT •'N:.TUAAL GAS FLOW KATE:	 ap n "Ma"
5:v PIA I147 "TOTAL P"S FLOW KATE:	 w, n "M° 1g/sec"
PRIM "ABSOLUTE COM6USTOR PRESSURE: 	 p n "F" pascal%"
!4i FAINT "CROSS FLOW TEMFEAATUAE: 	 t n "T" deg r ees Vol .in'
FAINT "rILUT101J JE' TEMFEA..TURE: 	 tj n "TJ`deg r ees 101.1n"
56C FAINT "W-L L TEMF EKATUkr T5:	 t5 n "T5"dagraeS 1.4111 vl n"
51 U FA114T "WALL TEMFEAi.TUAE T6:	 to n "T6"degre4,s AflvIn"
5E:'fA1NT "WALL TEMF'EKATURE T7:	 t7 n "T7'dagreeS Ia;v1r,'
.. FAIt.7 "W-;_L TEMF EA4TURE T6: 	 t6 n "T2"degraas Ko..If."
FKll41 "WALL TEMFER4TUAE T4: 	 tc n - T p 'degrees i&I^Ir,'
FAIN - "WALL TEMPEK4-URE 71L:	 tivn "Tl ,i'beg , ea% I.e..II'
•.:. FAINT "CROSa FLOW DENSITY:	 ro n "KD"Ig cubic wto,"
67.-FA1-41 " DILUTION JET DENSITY. 	 rci n "AOJ " Iglcutic nle:a"
64. PAW "CROSS FLOW VELOCITY:	 v n "v"mater/sac'
65 FR1141 "DILUTION JET MASS FLOi. RATE teach j et 1 :	 Maj. "M6J I g se:
66 1. FRIr47 "DILUTION JET VELOCITY: 	 vl n "vJ"ee:er /sac "
a'< fA ;N' "LENSITY RATIO:	 dr . ^DA
66. PRINT "MOMENTUM RATIO:	 j n
6=7 FA114". "SF-ICING RATIO: 	 or • "SF
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FF,,;
F F.11' 'THE Ur:IT5 6ELOa. AFE VELVIN, F61 AND METEF6'SE'-On:..'
".^ 1R11:1
!.. FRILL •••.
'1v GF;
• 1. LF1N' •••
7. It. FlI1T'poln	 roc	 •nplt	 t I I	 ti:	 ti:	 t14
tl^
Fr,1..'°	 p11	 p1:	 p1:	 p :4
p1S
FF,;f:T	 v I I
	 VI:	 vI	 114
v1.
'IS FF1'.•
FF:t:l
6^. FOF A:	 0 TO 8 STEF Al
E:'	 FCF A:. . c TC 1 STE T (-Ii
B.	 G^SJE :..
6'	 NErT Fa'
64 NEAT A:
8! FCj g .	 • A. TL 1 1 S T E- A:
Ee	 FOF F- . S TC, : STE I (-I.
6"	 GJoJE :•Ji
E:.	 NE c	 F.:
6;	 NE'I :.:
S, . FJF A: . A: TO l: 57[F ;,I
t	 FC" FF . R TL " S'EF 4-1.
S:.	 NE'• F-
Gi	 1:E'	 A.
c_ FOF A: • A: TG 14 S'EF 41
t,	 rUf F. . c TL 4 5 — E ► : -1'
GJ: JC :
t:	 Ili, • ,._
I	 FJi- A:: TO IE S"L:
I'.:	 FC=•R. . t Y. t E'E' —I.
I.:	 GD:A.
I'.':.	 NE c T RA
I t.;. NE A - A:
I4° ::' ENC
a'!•• INFUI 0:.F-t1l,R:.L•, ANC. TI(•,R:,.A: .T 	 CA, A: r,TI:. RA. A:1,T	 RA, ►.:
1 f4. F,4. A: r,F (v.R4..1.1	 F II.RG..A:1.F f:.ki.,AI!.F (:. kA. A:I.F (4,F:4,:.:,.
^'IU,RA,A:1, Vl7.RA,:.:',VI:.RA.A:r,Vl3,RA,AZr.Vl1,RA.A:1
:L 1C • FAIt:l USI r,1a `006.	 t FNlI
.v:'. FEINT USI14a "001.	 "t RADt
FA 1141 USIN5 - *on.
	 "t AN&.
FEINT USING "1111im. 	 "t TfU.RA,Ail,Tl1.kA,411,TI:.kA.A21,T(3,RA.A2,.T;<
R,.AI,:
FEINT USING	 0.00@8	 "{ FlO.RA.AZ )t
:~) FEINT USING "6. Solis	 "1 F(1.k:..AZ',FI:,RA,AZl.F(3. RA. Al).P(4.RA,A:)I
:97U FRIN1 USI r45 "	 go.*$	 "t Vli•.RA.A: : t
2C ,S:' FEINT USING "84.110	 "1 Vl1.kA,AZI.V(--,RA,AI),VIZ.ki..AZr,V(4.R:,.A:+t
:vi? FRIUT
:IUL, FAINT
:11:' REIURt.
O
WIN-
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3. LASPLMPT.BAS--Plots set of radial temperature profiles.
1c CLS
1I^ 1c• OFF
115 CI"+ FIJ" 19. 16,
1:. C n RO.E. r,fi
1:5 DIM ArJG'4, 161
I	 DIr 7(4 q . 1:
17S DI M F c1, 9, IL:
II	 CIr •:(A 9. 1Ei1
:11UrJT "w' at is tr.s lnt r o0^cto , , In J o, mst -:on 411onam6"I Flo
41u 1/JF U' "wr.at :a the Cate 4116namci FDs
51: OcEI. FIS F09 1N F UT A5 61
bl'.' OF EI: FLT FGF IIJF U' AE •:
'l: 11'sul 61.A: ,FIG rLS,JL,IJJ,FR,TR,MCR,MIR,MGR.TJR,MSJR.&FR,TSR,TjbS,T'R,1G^.T;,.
TIA,MC. MI,MG.M,F,T,TJ.TS,T6.T7, TB,T9,Tlv,RO,RGJ,V,MSJ, W,DR,J,SF,iF,NO:
-.1S AIL' - A]•:,.
B:	 IN F U" "wr.at t"Pe 04 p lot :s tn:a"1 FLTVFs
B15 FOF A: a C. TG i STE r 14:C
.
 li:
S:	 FOR RJ. • c TU 1 STEF 1-11
i=_	 G05J1 S 
E:.	 NE YI AA
E:S NE)l A:
bc. FOR J.: • A. 1^ 1t STEr 
(463 L' 
i:'.
Lit	 FO,. F,	 c TG : E'EF 1-1
BC'_	 I Er' i..
u. rJE 1 a:
E.
	
OF A: - J;: TG 1: E I E r ,:.1C
 1.^
o:	 FDF• R:. . S TL : ETE F .-1J
Ee5	 G05JF '...
So - 	 NEr1 Al.
S- NE • 1 A:
E - : FOR A: - A: TO lI STEF 14IL/161
i'S	 FM F-A a 9 TD I STE F 1-1:
B76	 GCSUF Sv!0
BB.	 NEXT RJ:
B6_ NE0 A:
BYS FOR A- • A: TO 19 STE F IA1Di1v
iB7	 FOR R,6. 9 TO S STEF 1 -11
iBC	 OOSJF 51-0:-
B91	 NEXT R.:
B+: NEXT Al
91u CLS
IC, 	SCREEN
111v LOCATE 1. 30: PRINT "F1LFNAME:
	
FDs
:
:10 LOCATE : 30: FRIFJI 'MOMENTUM RATID: "I: PRINT USING °06.66°iJ
1:10 LOCATE ^. 3t • : Fr, 7 "DEr;11TV RATIO: "i: FR: NT USING "68.68 OF
I::5 IF NOJ • C THEN GOTG :4:5
1:5. IF NOJ • 1 THEN GOTO ISv
:/1! LOCATE ^. 3Q: FR1147 "SFwCIrJG R:.TIO: "F:FFIF.T USING "86.06'15F
14 1 BOTO ISIy
105 LOCATE I. 30: F •RIIJT "SFAC1Nu RATIO: "I :FAINT " NC INJE : 710 1 4' 1
I•:• 5010 151C
1/S. LOCATE 4. 3C: FAIN' -S F 4CING RATIO: "8:FRIN1 "BIN5LE INJECTION-:
165: SOTD Itl(^
1Sl y
 LOCATE S 3u: FR11J1 FLTYF ►
1610 FSE7(75,5:.)
173! MJ.w "r5,4 354-.—
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TO 1 STE P (6:D.1Cu
Ia:L	 A:LOC • A:LO: • 1
FGF hi. • C TO 1 STE P 1-1 )
G •i'JI &air'
1♦f • 1 hr.
61ST • ..lS - (61 L•:•:.14lSa:s-40'1sr)
: c	 spR 6: . :.; TC i STEP thlLil•:•:
:L	 6: L L' is n f-:, Dc • 1
G:LJk 6=
FGf A. n 4 TO 1 STE P f- 1!
OCSUI 1:4-1
: l •	 NEoT R-
3:;i NE T 6:
' FUL :.
	 A: TC 1C' STEP (LIL'1Vr
A:.GC - A:LO: + !
.,a:	 GUiJt• E^!•.
: 4I	 FJF h.. - s TO	 STEF f -l.
:^:	 GUi_k 1747'[
ME 1 t R.
NE• A:
_t, Is 	 • 6: To l: ST :f (61 L: 1^. )
6G: • A:-G.	 1
GGSUI• E a 1
F:1t
 P.- - i TL : E,TEF 1-1.
1- 4
: . I .	 NC	 R:.
: •. - 1.:	 6:
PG' h=	 c	 < Sri , 	1.
fl:
	
F.
1 L,
'k	 t•:.C.	 6:.... • 1
: ► .	 rGP ► -	 c TO 5 S T EP ( - 1r
:•E::	 FJSJ1 ) :4•'•
'ES	 NE r' R-
7 97L NCtI 6.7
•'l: F 6 - . M 
• 
L>h.+•. '..' d. u: R3., u: oe u: L :d 1V'. LOCATE •7,: 6: PA11^T"Ni.
n...I:CL TEnFER.TUFE• 1'
4714 LO::.TL 1.I.i
47:C Ef1L
5u:: LO :+. n LOG • 1
5C•u15 IF EGt (: THE T( 6010 86'
5:: ' INr UT 4:	 F ,NIIP,:,A:1,A:;E4—. 62), A143( RA,AZ`.T(u, F.6. A:). T 11. R...A:).T (:, R.., A:
.1l:.,R:,.6:1,714.1ki,61).P (O,R6.A:.,F (I.R6.AZ)
	
D(:.,R6.:.:,,F (4.F4.,6Z'.:.
C,R...A: 1. V(1.R6,A:).':(:.RA.A2 	 V(4.%A.A:)
5':k Fit IUF!.
611: F,'IP THETA n G TO .1744	 STEP (11/360)0=0,-.14159:6540•05
PCCOF •	 • 75
1.-POh 41S n C 10 . ! '46 STEP (AID-_•:.1115a_654s•'w v'
1' - 1[001. F
: 1 . : t: n .166/6+
T41: IF A,THETA - AIS^ .001 THEN DRAM -uII6 0116': LOWE VT, X17 Fh:v^ A3 - C:.::
(l's..1i..'11i•'•:lu'.'-R6D (R6.621'• 5<u:PV• 1 - 13VC •• (I Imo. RA, A:1 - T.. fT.I -T1 . ICLOP :Psi''1.', r^ .;F:ET 1='3 .rJ-1^:FiEI (Pr,vv./l:^iEl f>,vl,+"J):FSET lrti-1,r:.
'S1v NC)T AIS
' n i: REM 766 r sor sss--ts startsng vf:oore at 500 el u• th• or) n•s- ( zone "aot r o• 5•.
ties• 1t• Weighting 44ctlr o4
ur.t ♦nett,
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RETU•
•	 ••)!. POOL THE T A • TMETf.	 TO ^..14359:65*4 slat I!,•:•3,f^lSt:•:^^•':^C,
4.!! Dk.T• • 11: • .1 - SIWTMETf01181,
aLOLH:. • ATI/IDELTA (11 - DCLT4I :) .fl)
i:1> t •4111_ •COE TMETA) *COS (THETA' • 01•C p{(AL-W^ — _--'^'R'="'"	 1-•-^!
1: •L1ti.IHE1:, • •1 • :DS tA-PMA) *SIN IT ► '- • '	 :VITA/:	 I-ME': •	 .?
i•TAI:'THSIA,
ti<)! 1 • I t:. - IS•- ^r - T•.:')	 •t	 1-•f1 ►tlTV'T., I	 ^ •:^: '/:L
?:	 r IL	 ill•: • ^.
1'	 FOr	 1i • alit TC .11: : Trr 19!D•:0 .:41Si:651•
rT . ► ^^pr •E
rT . I^CO: i. •:
1 ► ,[ • 	fi A: SITME T: - All	 1 INC'. DAAM "u • r[1 /-v-C1". LO:ATE V7.111: FAINT AILU
C: T.4r Tt • 7HE76. • .Oi7:at•^u_a^: p: Ti 10^::•
1' :I' fix , AIi
a1	 ►:L.. 7wi •:.
'a:•: t.ETUr1.
1:.•:S	 11• 1:0.11, • _R..i R,.f. : II.SI'I: IV- 1- • i1JJ9 1T1Z.Ki..A2,-7	 ITJ-T,,.tCOY.
:ISET a.•., :t fit 'IP	 V. - I	 F SET IK..V.•1' 0 SET (tv•l. VV) :t SCI I IV- I.VO
1:41. AtTjLN
D I
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MGM AL PAJL M
OF POOR QUALITY.
4. LASPLMPV.BAS--Plots set of radial velocity profiles.
1 1	 1 E	 Or F
1:	 C1 • 	26
1.S C:r. ANy x.15'
1:L L'11t r14.i.15
1L	 G:n t' I.^, 1E
::> 1+1	 "r"•at as tr• n 	 F14
If'r INP . 1 . "W.A.t A tn4 01t• P)1N.^nN "i FL4
:.1 OF Lit F11 i0F IrifX AS •!
L1•.' WE'• rL. : PCP INr_T Jul 4:
' 1 •. 3;4 -1 7 4;.L1. r 3 09 FDA.,1..N:.FF.TR,h=R.h^.R.P".7,7R.hfJr.IW&.TSR. T *F.T7k.TiL .1 46 ' , i
71 Or Ft_.h1 .mr— 9 F.T.T7.T1.TL.T'.TE.T{.TIv,RG. 	 V.MSJ VJ.DR.J.SF..`I,NL):
'1S AM	 &1.1-
S:' 1W—;i ' • W.1` t ' &V of Plot la tn)e'l FLTVF4
E:5 FCA +.: • t. tO L E-C	 1i. _
	
:	 ,
i:;•	 FOP` A.. n i 10 1 
6 EF'-I
L:'	 G:'i I
L -	 I+C r	 1...
b-_ NES T A:
E •S	 FCt F. • 4 tU : CIE ) • -1 )
G_
L7	 ) -
E -	 FQ)•R- • i IC	 ILEA - -1,
L•:	 G:)- J1 S j
kt	 NE ^ 1 ► ..
^• 	 NE At a:
S': F01 A:^: 1G 11 $1[F /a1D•'10)
S'S	 FOF A+ n 4 TJ 4 [t E ► 1 -1,
GO$JF
Ei	 well A..
:
k: NE 0 A:
65 FOI A- • +.: 70 IS ST[ • WD Iv)
FG= RA n 4 TO S STE P 1-1)
50SUF S^
Ei • l	 NEIL A.
5:: NEA1 AI
•3V CLi
I01C• SCREEN
1110 LOCATE1. 36: PIA 11+1 "FILENAME: " FDs
1.10 LOCATE :.10: ►RINT "MO+KNTUM RAT 10: "1: FAINT USING "80.041"9:
151 LOCS.	 'r. SC: F& NY ^DFNSITt RAT 10: "1: FRINT ULII+G "so.as ",DF
1	 IF N:.J n C THEN 50'014:5
1	 IF NOJ . 1 THEN G:'0 141:'
111: , LOC:.TE 4. C.: F01141 "SF:ZlfiA RAT10: "I:FRII.T USING "041.441"ISF
1411 5070 151i-
14	 LOCA TE 4. 3<: FAINT "fFACINCA RATIO: "1: MINT `NO INJEC71011.1
14"6 6310 151v
115: LOCATE 4. 3j: FRINT -SFACING RATIO: "1: PRINT "SIN GLE INJE:T:Dl1"1
141^ ; GOTO 1:.10
16:V LOCATE L S0: FFAU? FLTVF'*
IL1V FEET/
_	 J
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ORIGNAL PACC FLT
OF POOR Qi7: .LlIY
1=1: FJF 4'	 1 S T E F (AID 10)
161:	 A:-0: • A:.OL • 1
141 , :	 FDA RA . 9 TO 1 S TE F (-1)
:•1.	 GOSL'E •B1^
-.-.	 NErT R:.
NL7 ..
El :.155 - D AIS - (A1L • : • :. 14i5S:65as tea:)
: c l , . , FOF. A: - AZ TO B STEF (Alt TV,
6"JE 8 = Ii.
I :•	 FDA R:. e 9 TL I STEF (-I)
:11	 GOSul. 1:4.1L
14E)T R«
NE%T A:
FOa A: - A: TO 10 STE& (a1C'.3v1
A:LDC	 A:LDC • 1
:: a . ..	 GOS.:F ELI..
:41).'	 FDA R:. • i 70 : STE F .-1•
tom'	 GOaJ1 1:41.15
:4 11	 NE)T Fes'
NE . 1 A:
FJ1 A: - A: TL 1: STEF ( AIL l ))
A: 'O:
^
:LC:	 1
7 1^ 4	 GOSUE 6=•
FOP: P., - c TG : STE r (-1,
_	 GOSJ1 :4 S
y. S 14E , 1 A:
,„c	
- A: % 1 .: STE r (^I: 16-
:be .	GC5uE B:i^
AL L
 FF • t TO o '7E ; (-1)
1).
uE
-- _ FJF	 . A: T; 10 S I E° ..,.. I
A:-C - 	• 
's	 GOSul Ec1
:.E (	 FDA A4 - c TO 5 STE r ­ I i
56:5	 u05Jl 3:4..5
SBS"	 NE)T R:.
SB'S NEXT A:
4711 LOCATE
471.	 DRAW'.- oe U: R_5 W. a6 u: L:S'. LOCATE -_.:B: FF1r1T"N3Fr'-
LI:E:, VELO:ITI • I'
4714 LOCATE I.1.0
47:0 ENE,
5- • C , 5 IF EOF (:, THEN GOTO BB'
SC iv INFO' •:, F147(9:.,AZ),RAL(RA,A:).ANG(R:,A:',T(O,FA,A:),T(1,RA,AZ.,T(:,R:,A:
.T(S,RA,AZ>,T(I.RA,A:..F(0.RA.A:).D(1.RA,A:+,Ft:.R:.,A L ,F(S.RA,A:),F(4,FL,AZ).\
u.RA,A,'),V(1.RA,All,VI:,RA.A:),VlS,RA,A2),V(4,R.:,AZ)
5i.,:v RETURN
691.1 FOR THETA - U TO .1746
	
STEF 1l1/5^:)-:•5.14159^654J.5
•910 XCOOP. - (THETA-5.57.295'79516) • _5
7C • 1v F6E'(XCOOF,166,
711i FOP AIS - 0 TO .1746 STEF (AID•:-5.14159:aS4^/:6:)!
7:10 XT n XCOOc'E
7:1 • YT - (16e.8
74..,} IF ABS(THET.6 - AIS) . . Fi01 THEF4 DRF:.M "ul16 0116' : LO_'4TE VT. XT: FF INT A:LOL:
\x•:(11!/SGi).(19U-FAD(k.;,A:))• So•: XV•((((v(:,Ri.. A:, I)-2S.'-XCUCc.):FSET.X'..1:
:FSET,IV.Y\-1):FSET( Xv, YV• I):FSET(nv 3.Yv):FSET(4v-1.YV)
751. NEXT AIS
i63'.' REM 16t rap r asants starting ^coo r 0 at 56 plus tns primer. co c a .:at`. p. Sa
t1Ms its F-aigr.ting factor o•
4)
W.
t	 11 - ^^'^ !l. ^ t ..	 M
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.,a
OF YVUx ^J
1_ THE W. n .:617C:4
_. RETU^.:.
pS:-. FOP THETA	 TNE TA	 TO :.1413 1i:o140 STEF 45•:• :^.141=S=6 54 11.'361!
7. 1 1': DELTx • 11: • (1 - SIN%TMETA.I:Y1)
i13. AL r -4 . It	 4ElELTA „1 - DL 	 .)' .S))
S'.i E • „ 13:•COSITNETh•COS , TFIE T .;) • •1•COStALFMA I• :OS,TMETA))	 • t1:•CC: '^C
1..,•sll+il ME':. • ^1 • COS ,AL^M., ) • LIN , TNE ^«, ) ^ ^),IThN,TME TA,•TAt^/111ETw: • 31> .-
S::i A • 6•T-NITHETAr
S^1 •: x • 110. -	 (F • 1`•SIN,TMETAJ)	 - •:S" /:6
If
4^3" L • U _ • r :r
S'1'. xCOJF . tTNE74•:•57.:957791,1r, • 25
rC • YLCZ ► - Sk
l.(: ,. FSET ,XL.0jF.v000R
3-:-11-: FDF 415 . A1S: TO :.14= STEF lA1D•:•:•.I,fSS:bSrr'^e:"
xT • xCUJF E
VT - ,vCO]F 6
1..11 , IF AE' ITNETA - A15' . ,:-il THEN DRN1c "u • rC1 d • ic:": LOCATE YT.):T: Frlril A:^:
C:TNEI C - THE'.;. • .(•E-' •b,e. or:GOl: 16c.,'•
1' .Gi	 NE 77 h:c
V • bV NE T T TN:^:.
3.G:: RE'UFi.
1_^:S r.-„316 ].. • 11r-R:.L R:..h: I• S ):x.•„ 1r^1_, R«.A:. /v) -1)•:..•r000F. :FSL
Ir.. r^':FSE T .!:.^vI I:F^ET• .v'.-1,:FSET 1xy.1. `..: ):F_ Si T 1x:'-I. r^l
1.-1 RE 70 , I+
r	 i
E• 1
r}
r.l
189	 C:::CM:A, F ^: ^.•
OF POOR GOALIj'y
5. LATPLTES.BAS--Plots all rake temperatures laterally
for a given azimuthal and radial position.
1ti' CLS
SCREEN
DIM PNT(9.161
4C • DI r, A;.L (9, 1B)
DIM A14G(9,18`
6i DIM 7149,161
7,' LIM F14,
,
 9,16^
0 : ^ DIr, •: r4, C, 18)
9C INP UT "574TE INTRODUCTOFv FILENAME IN OUOTES"i FIs
100 INFj7 "STATEDATA FILENAME IN QUOTES"1 FDs
110 OFEN Fls FOR INPUT AS a1
12^' . OF EN FD• FDA INFUT AS s:
1': INFJ1 a1,Al.F1s,FDa.JL.NJ,FR.7R.MCR,M('R,MGR,TJR,MSJR,BFR,TSR,T6R,T7R,TBR,79r
71^iR,n^,M^,MLi,M,F,T,TJ,T^,T6.T7,T6.T9,T1(,RO.RCJ,v,MSJ,VJ,DR,J,SR,6F.NOJ
1 4 INF JT "WH47 TYFE OF FLOT (lateral velccjtV or t&4.Daratur6) ";FLTVF9
14M 1NFUT'WHAT RACIAL POSITION 15 DESIRED(9,8,...1)"1 RAF
14 - INPUT*WHAT A:InU7n.;L FOSITION 15 DESIREL(IE.l6.....,U)"1 AZF
14E CLS
14: ) E'^ OFF
15: FOF A: • 0 TO 6 STEF A7
W.	 FOP RA . c TO I STE F (-1)
I' , 	GOSUE SUJO
16 -	 NExT RA
l c<. NE x l A:
FOR A: n A: TO 1- :• STEF Al
:1.	 F0F RA . 9 TO : STEF (-1)
GOSJF 
'	
NEXT RA
: 4 . .  NE R T A:
. FOR A: n A: TL 1: S TE T A:
:x	 FLrF R:.	 9 7L 7 STE $ (-11
G=­1 1.
.b	 NEC! A_
NE I1 A:
FOP	A. 71- 14 STE F Al
=1.	 FOF RA a 9 TD 4 STE F (-1)
GOSJB 5: `K,
NEX7 RA
_.40 NEXT A:
35{ FOR A: n A2 TO 16 STEF AI
36:.	FOP RA . i TO 5 STEF (-1)
:70	 GOSUF SOUO
:e,	 NE0 RA
7,9v NEXT A2
4UU LOCATE 7.45:F'RINT"FILENAME: "FDS
41C' LOCATE 5, 9:PF1NT"MOMENTUM RATIO: "I:PRIN T USING "60.00"4 J
4:0 LOCATE 6. 9:FRINT"DENSITr RATIO: ";: PRINT USING "40.00 • ' ;DR
4'0 LOCATE 7, 9:FRINT"SFACING RATIO: ';: PR I NT "SINGLE INJECTION°1
44: LOCATE 5,45:FRINT "AZIMUTmAL STATION: 'I :PRINT (AZ F •10)::PRINT "DEGREES '1
444 LOCATE 6.95:FRINT `RADIAL STATION: "{:PRINT ((RAF •.S)*IU)F:FRINT -UNITS";
450 FSET(296.176):MAW "r19: 1384 r19_"
451 PSET (25.176): DRAW •'u96 ►4 16 r4 096 ► 4 16 r4":Pp::T(296,176)
4S: DRAw "119: u5 OS r96 u5 d5 r192 u5 tl5 r96 u5 05 1384"
46 , LOCATE 24,11: PRINT -7.14:
4"0 LOCATE 24.=:: PRINT -3.57:
46v LOCATE 24,37: FRINT UI
450 LOCATE 224,47: FAINT 3.571
LOCATE 24.59: PRINT 7.141
SIC- LOCATE =Z.:7: PRINT "Initial Jet Diameters"1
55!, LOCATE 9,1: FRINT^NORM. TEMF. • 0.5"
56 ,: PSE7(:96,176)
56: L0Cr^E l,l
w
- ....Ile
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JUIGMAL F t'.j:..:'_
OF POOR QUALIV
INFJT	 41Z.FNT(AA,A2,,RALt
 RA. A:I,ANG(AA.AZ).7(0. AA. AZ
	 ,I U.A..,A2),Tt:,R:.,A;
TIT(4.r%A,A:).ftir,kA,
 AZ) ,Fl1.RA,AZ;,F(_. Al., AZ, , F(_.,R4.A2), F l4,AA.A:!
	 !i.
R.:,
5'.10 I F A"R4F ANL AZ-A ZF THEN GDSU6 6000
} ^.-:	 AE T:IA r.
a..••.	 x	 uOF' • 1C1: YCOOR • (176- (190*(T(D,AA,AZ)-T)/(IJ-T))):	 F'SET(XCDDA,Y000F.^;DRA.
u, 04 u: r4 16 r4'
Gt r :{	 XCG.JA • _. a: YCOJA • t17e-(19_^(Tt1. RA, A: )-T): ITJ-T))):
	 F-SET(XCD0F,Y000F.,:DA.:.i.-
u: d4 u: r4 18 r4"
el=.	 AZOOR --'*: YCDuA.t17e-<19^.tT(:,A..,A:)-T)/tTJ-T))^:
	 FSETCX000F..VCDDA	 :DA...:'
u. dA uZ r4 1E, r4"
e. .v	 )(COOR- 7 9:: YC00R.(176-(19--•(T(Z,A04,A2)-T)/(TJ-T))):
	 FSETtXCDOA,vCODA):DR.+„•'
1 u: d4 u: r4 IB r4"
/j 6,:4: aCDDa. 48E: vCODF..(I7e-(19:*rT(4,RA,AZ)-T)/(TJ-T))):
	 F'SET(XCDOA,YCODF+;DR:.w'1I
u: d 4 u: r4 18 r4'
ej5 ..	 AEIUAt.
f j
0) 1
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DE POUR QUAUYIL
6. 3DLAT.BAS--Plots laterally all rake temperatures for all
radial positions at a given azimuthal location.
I: CL:
:i IIJr,j • "W-,4t •=1.•,,th61 location"i A:I
3i • DIM	 tC)
4: LIM ltt^)
:1( LE, OFF
71
.
DI H FIJI I1, 76.
1:L L:M -AL .c, lE:
1 :S LI ► ANG S, s,
13i GIM 7'.4,9, 16)
17S DIM1.4,5,16)
14.:• E• Ir1 \'14 5.161
C1i IF UT "Wr.+t is tho lntrrd. ctor, lnfor )-6tlon I110naM"t F16
4IC INF(!T "Wn^t It tns O+t• i11sr,^ms"i FDS
:,1? OF Eli ilrt F0F 1)iFUT AS s]
611' OF EI. FU4 FOF INF UT AS s.
71•.' 11. = 0' s:, A:,F14.FDfI.JL . NJ.FR ,TF,MCP,MLF , MGF„TJF,MSJ1 . PFF.,TSR,T6F. 'i'F,T60.,TG;
711F.. MC. MI, MG. I`%F,T,IJ,TS.T6.T7,T6,15,110, RO. ROJ, v, M°_J, VJ, OR, J. SA. Sr ,NGJ
715 1.1 L' n Al-I'.•
6:i INF U1 "rW,+t t.ps C-4 plot as this"i PLTYPS
615 FJF A. n C . TC 6 STE c )AID.I+i>
6	 FoF RA . 5 10 1 STEF (-I?
E:5	 G:o-E S.ir:
E:	 NE t' RA
6'_ NE-I A.
Ea	 FUti A. - i.: TC I, STE : tAIG•I`ii
64 1.	 FOR R.: . 9 TO : S T EF (-I)
65	 GOSJb S
b`_'	 NE iT MA„'
. - A: 11, 1:
F:	 F... r c TL . :, T L I	 •-.
6c`_	 GCb_F 5 ..
be'	 NE •T R.
E - : F01 A,' - N: TO 14 STE F )A:L llv
6 - 5	 FOr R.. n 9 TO 4 STE F (-1)
S - E	 GOSUF 5..
BE	 NE l T R,.
66: NE+1 A:
6y5 FOP, A: - A: TO 16 STE F (AID10)
66'	 FOR RA	 9 TO 5 STE F t-I)
65;	 GOSUi' 5uv0
a l l
	
NEXT RA
693 NEXT A:
970 CLS
MV SCREEN
IC-15 LINE 15i,19U)-t5i•.110)
10:0 LINE lSG.1l0>-133.30)
10:5 LINE l3Si,3U)-t35ii,1101
103v LINE (35u.IIC, (50.190!
I100 LOCA T E 4,46: PFINT "INNEF WALL"
III-. LOCATE 14.50: PRINT "FILENAME: 	 FDS
11:5 A:IT - AZI•IC'
11.': • LOCATE 10.50: PRINT "AZIMUTHAL LOCATION:" A:IT"DEGF.EES"
1:1C• LOCATE 11,50: PRINT 'MOMENTUM RATIO: "1: PRINT USING "90.04'iJ
137': LOCATE I=.SC': PRINT "DENSITY RATIO. "I: PRINT USING
1:15 LOCATE 2U.45: PRINT 'NORMALIZED TEMFERATURE - 1"
131. FSETi3U4,165>: DRaw; "U3 D6 U3 R:00 U: De'*
1::5 IF NOJ - U THEN SOTO 1425
1330 IF Nom. - I THEN GOTO 1450
141, , LOCATE 1:.50: PRINT "SPACING RATIO: "I:FRINT USING "06.00'9SF
Q)1
,
i	
1
f
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J IGMAL PAT: •'
OF PGOR QUALIT't
14=5 LOLATE 1:.5, , PRINT "SFACING RATIO: "!:PRINT 'NO INJECTION°$
ii.o GL7G 151i
:OCATE IC.SC: PRINT "SFACING RATIO: "$:PRINT "SINGLE INJECTION°1
i	 1451 GO T O 151.
15:. REl'no« continua with data plotting
;.I^ FbET tp:•, 1 .7: , 	
fu5 rt4•1J^
1e=: )i
fe=^ 1F a:) n 1t_, THE14 LIM n •
It IF AN n 1: THEN LIM n 3
le=i IF ..:1 n 14 THEN LIM n 4
16_+ 1F x.21 n 16 THEN LIM n 5
16?: IF AZI n 16 THEN LIM n 5
16_S FOR LAT n U TO 4 STEF I
16^.	 FOR R!• . 9 TD LIM STEF -1	 d
Ie4S	 W.LUE n-300* 1 (7tLA7.R1.,A:I) -T),(TJ - T))
Ie5	 1F R: a q THE14 GOTO 165.'+
fey: 60T  lsoi•
10S=	 l(RA^ YC. • VALUE: PSET(n(RA),r(RA:): DRAM"1 n .41uo:"
lbs - 	GO'3 16c: f
I so'	 l,&.., n lit • VALUE
lo' , . • 	F5ET ( 11lR..),, 0 (At.	 j
16 71-	 LINE (11(RA • 1)).(r(RA • 111)-((l(RA)), (r(RA)))
leE	 IF R:, n LIM 7HE . DR:.a "L n VALUE:"
Ib6:	 NE,I F.G.
-, 36E-  F SE I (A':,. r (9) , : DRAW "06'i u0:,'.
164: r)C	 n rtS, - 1c
f7•,.. 1. . 1:
	 • 6.
1''. • 1 IF LAY n 4 THEN GOTO 17 . '. ,S	 {
1' .: F SE T l{ . N t 9' : O F ..t, ' of : u6-: "	 1
FJL -
d:-	
E 0: - LOCI
54'S 1 r EO't=, THE. GZ
- O 66,
!1. 1 1 .. INFUT 1:. FuT(RA
•
	,R:.:„RA,A:I.ANG(RA.A: .1l0,RA.AZ).TII.Ri4.A:) T(2.RA.:.:
).Tt4.R:..AZ^ F(6.R:..A:).Fl:.RA.AZ).Fl_.RA,A2),F(:,RA.AZ).Fl4.RA.A2)..t
vtl. RA. :.::.V(Z.RA.AZ, V(--.RA.AZ ).V(4,Rf,.A:)	 -^
RETURI:
L
rte.
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APPENDIX S
ERROR ANALYSIS
This error analysis Is based on the approximation that error
can be estimated using the first term of the Taylor Expansion.
Sources of error In this experiment are from:
thermocouple
conduction
pilot-static tube
flow fluctuations
Doric temperature Indicator
Setra Systems transducer
Tecmar A/D board.
1. Temperature Error*
std. dev.
8(T)	 X25T	 t Conduction error t Thermocouple error
O( TT) =loo(S21t0.18t0.7s-1.13%
Fluctuation must Include Doric flow fluctuations and A/D
board.
o^
194
or:
f Md. dov.
P) s l25p	 t pltot-static ,error
d
O(gip ) - 100 0x004 + 4 - 4.2%
luatlons seen In standard deviation must Include Se-
ransducer. flow fluctuations, and A/D board.
City
;Ity has multiple components. each having some er-
th It. the Taylor formula will therefore be used:
1/2
V 
it
= l SAP t
e VI , p ! are 'local' quantities.
_ P 	 Patm + Pcomb
p t R T A	 R TA
e Patm : atmospheric pressure
Pcomb = combustor pressure ( gage)
1/2
aS
_	 2APV•	 rP	 +P
QYI
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Using the Taylor expansion formula, and taking the absolute
value of each term:
eV V ^a(AP)	 O(AP),	 t V IaTt OTI I
•1	 aV	 O(P
O
	) JV aPafm	 fm J t	
L
V l
aV	 0(P	 )
aP	 comb
comb
After carrying out the differentiation
	 In the first term,	 and
	
multiplying
by IN and NAP) .	 one gets:
2RT
^ I	 t	
J 
A(AP)
1	 a V 	 _ 2 11 Patm +Pcomb
V ^a(AP) J	 26PRTt
l Parm * Pcomb J
2 a(AP)
AP
Similarly, term two becomes:
OT1	 OT	 2aV	 1
V I aTit
	
t ]	 T 
Similarly, term three becomes:
^' I
i
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1	 8V 0(P	 )	 2 O(Patm )V (aPatm	 arm , Patm t Pcomb
Similarly. term four becomes:
1 
a, 
aV	 O(P	 ) = 2 O(Pcomb)0V comb 	 comb	P P 	 t Pcomb
Therefore, uncertainty In velocity Is
0(T )	 )OV = 1 f 0( AP)	 t	 atm	 comb 1
V	 2l &P t T 	 t 
8(P	 ) t O(P
Parm t Pcomb	 1
O (AP) =
AN	 4. 2%	 from above
O(T I )
T	 = 1.13%
	 from above
Combustor and atmospheric errors are estimated by how well
manometers can be read. The barometer Is 3 0.01 Inches Hg.
The combustor pressure manometer Is t 0.05 cm water. This gives
0( Patm ) t O(Pcumb	 0. 01 t 0. 0014 Inches Hg = 0.04%
Patm t Pcomb	 2Pt0 . 06 Inches Hg
Therefore
V 2=(4.2t1.13t0.04^
I'
t
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OV=27%V
4. Error In Momentum Ratio
P rJ = —^
PV2 
where p. V are cross flow conditions
P^-
 l
lAr 
J
J s	 2
l R T 1/-
where
_ m
^^	 pf i
IPA
therefore.
(m^)2 P A2T^
J (m)2 PtWT
Use this expression for J. and write the error equations as
follows:
0^) 
	
a^ 0(m^) t	 8J 0(m) l
am p	l am	 J
pw
4
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t J lap 0(P) j t JlaaP 
0(P/) 
J1	
t J aT 0(T/) 
I
t J laT 0T
Just as In the velocity error calculations:
1 aJ	 20(m )J0(m!) s __L
a	 m/
1 (aJ 0(m)	 : 20(m )Jl13m	 m
1 [
	 0(P) ]	 0(P)J flap	 P
aj	 8(pl)
J aP 0(P/)	 P1
h
6(T
 
0(T1) J
	
Tl
1 (aJ 0(T) ] O(T)J laT
	
T
Estimated uncertainties:
m	
0.05CFM s 0.033/	 1. 5CMF
'p
0. 
1 mm t FOmm * 40mm ` 0.08295
M
010 
1
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P _ 0. 01 Inch*a Mp t lmm	 0.043829 Inches Hg 	 -ISM-3mm
T, • 544 t 0.0075 t 0.00025 a 0.0096
( DORIC) (T-C)
	
(TECMAR)
T a 1180 t 0.0075 t 0.00025 t 0.0018 - 0.01040
(DORIC) (T-C) (TECMAR) (CONDUCTION)
Add all of the above according to the Tayl0r formula. but using the
sum of the squares for a less conservative estimate to get
OJ = 3 18%
5.	 Error In Density Ratio
Pi
Pi	 AT
P
P ` AT
AT ,	 P T
Or ^ PT
AT	 i
O (Dr)	 1 [ Dr	 1	 1 (8Dr
Gr	 Or I api O(Pi ) 1 t pr l 8P 0(P)
p^
(2)''1
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r'
+ Or [10—Tr O(T^) + Or l a T O(T) J
O(Dr) = OP/ OP	 6T	 OT
Or	 P^ t P ♦ T / * T
a	 Using values from the momentum calculation
O(Dr) 
_ * 6.4%
Or
6. Error In Tau
T1 - T3
T - T2 - T3
where
I]	 T, = T 
T2 = Ti
T3 = T
aT	 1 aTaT	 aT
T	 T [aT1 O(T 1 ) J
+ T 
1ST2 
O(T2 ) 1 t T a T 3 0(T3)
Carrying out the differentiation:
0(T )	 8(T )
aT = T1 T3 * T2 T3t 	 0(T3 ) ( T1 -T3 t T2-T3J
For conservative values. take
1	
— ---	
—	
-	 -
201
I T I - T3 I = 150 K
I T2 - T3 I = 350 K
TI s 500 K
T2 = 300 K
T3 = 650 K
Recall
O(T^)
T	 = t 1.13%
1
O (T2 )
T	 t 0.96%
2
0(T3)
3
This gives absolute errors as:
T I
 =t5.65K
I
T2
 =ti.9K
T3
 =t6.75K
As a less conservative estimate. tht square root of the sum of the
squares of the terms In the Taylor expansion gives:
74.
r MT	 ^^
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M!
6(r) = t 6. S%T
(s 3 data point widths)
7. Error in Gamma
V
ti = ! - 1V
7= y lav,,6(V!) Jt Y Lav 6(V)
 J
ati = 6(V t ) + 6(V)
y Vt - V V^ - V
Recall
= 2.7%
Representative values of V. V !
 are 6.15 m/s
Using a less conservative estimate of the square root of the sum of
the squares to get
6y 
= : 6.6%y
( 2 1/4 data point width)
i
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